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Hillel hosts week of remembrance
Group hopes to raise Holocaust
awareness with speaker, films
BY ASHLEY MCCLELLAND

news editor
Hillel, JMU's Jewish student organization, is hosting
Holocaust Remembrance Week
today through Friday with the
theme "Always Remember,
Never Forget."
"To help raise awareness on
the Holocaust, Hillel, along
with the help of other organizations, such as (the Center for
Multicultural
International
Student Services), work to
sponsor events which feature
films on the Holocaust, as well
as an address given by a
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student organizations.
"Many learn about the
Holocaust briefly as part of their
high school curriculum, but JMU
doesn't even offer a course on
Holocaust studies," Teweles
added. "Plus, there are so many
different aspects of the Holocaust
and its effects, that we can always
have different HRW events."
Holocaust Remembrance
Week is held in accordance
with the international day of
Holocaust
Remembrance,
which is called Yom HaShoah,
according to Teweles. Shoah
means whirlwind in Hebrew
and "evokes the loss of the 6
million Jews killed by the
Nazis between 1936 and
1945," Teweles said.

Holocaust survivor or scholar
of the Holocaust," said junior
Elissa
Berger,
Holocaust
Remembrance Week chair.
This year, Hillel received
help from the English honors
society, Sigma Tau Delta, and
Lambda Upsilon Lambda fraternity to bring several scholars
to JMU for a panel discussion,
and to co-sponsor the "Latino
Jews: Journey to America" film.
"Hillel hosts HRW toeducate
our peers so as to ensure that history does not repeat itself," said
sophomore Daniel Teweles,
Hillel president "It is also a great
way to bring together different

Berger said, "The Holocaust
is a topic which is featured in
classroom curriculums, in
books and in far-reaching films
such as 'Schindler's List.' It is
simply our responsibility to
ensure that such lessons continue to be circulated."
Hillel brought the keynote
speaker, Silver, to campus to
help relate the Holocaust to the
students at JMU. "In the past, a
Holocaust Survivor has spoken
of his/her experiences, but this
year, our goal was to better connect the Holocaust to today and
issues and situations which we
all face," Teweles said.
For more information on
Holocaust
Remembrance
Week visit www.jmuhillel.org.

KEVAN MACTVER/ftntMcf «*W

Greek community unites
Greek Week battles weather
to hold carnival, fund raiser

Atkins hurts
in long term

BY KRISTEN DYSON

contributing writer

BY REBECCA DORSCHEL

contributing writer
The
Atkins
Nutritional
Approach, a relatively new way
to lose weight fast, quickly has
slimmed down a significant number of Americans But, these temporarily thin dieters aren't aware
of the adverse long-term effects
such a diet has on the body.
The basic concept of the
Atkins plan is to cut back on carVMMnfVS — the body's primary source of energy — and
increase the protein intake.
Doing this induces a change in
metabolism, using the protein as
fuel instead, according to
laowMkmsdietresourcesom. Some
off-limit foods in the Atkins plan
include bread and pastas, but
also fruits and some vegetables
because of their levels of carbohydrates. This is not a healthy
way to eat, according to Michelle
Cavoto, the University Health
Center nutritionist.
"You would be hard i iraaarl
to find a health organization that
will tell you, 'Don't eat your
fruits and vegetables, 'which are
an essential part of a healthy
and balanced diet," Cavoto said.
She worries that students who
try me Atkins Diet don't realize
that it is unrealistic to think they
should never eat high-carbohydrate foods again. "Ifs not a
long-term fix," she said. "Most
people are never not going to eat
bread again. It is an unnatural
and unhealthy state of being for
our body."
The Atkins Diet also does not
"transition well," Cavoto said.
When dieters are through with
the program, they have to
become more restrictive of what
they eat to keep off the weight
they already lost.
The Atkins Diet has been
criticized because, in the longterm, it puts the body into a
state of ketosis — where the
body burns carbohydrates
stored as fat. When there isn't
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Above, freshman Kate
McGowan and Junior
Amy Ground, mwnbara
Of 5l«ma Chi sorority,
danoa In Friday night'•
Greek Slnf.
Right, Sigma CM par
forms for the crowd.
Dette Dalta Delta won
the event for Its performance "Defta't
Sweet Shoppe."

set HEALTH, page 5
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Alpha Phi sorority and
Delta Chi fraternity won the
annual Creek Week last
week, even though several
events were disrupted and
relocated due to rain.
"Our main purpose [in
Greek Week] is to bring the
Greek community together
and incorporate the JMU
community while raising
money for our causes," said
sophomore Katie Miller, a
member of the Zeta Tau
Alpha sorority and the Greek
Week Core Committee.
Junior Ashley Polo, a
member of Sigma Sigma
Sigma sorority and the Greek
Week Core Committee, said,
"The biggest misconception
is that [the sorority and fraternity communities] are just
social groups, but [Greek
Week] is about giving back to
the community."
Wfeather had an impact on
the week's events. Monday's
Greek Olympics were cancelled due to inclement
weather. Then Tuesday's
Commons Day became
Transitions Day when rain
forced some events to be
moved indoors. The day
included Las Vegas-inspired
activities such as as a showing
of "Ocean's Eleven" in
Grafton-Stovall
Theatre,
Karaoke Night and wing-eating contest at The Pub and a
Penny Wars competition
between the chapters in
Transitions Tuesday between
11 a.m. and 3 pjn. Bystanders
could leave pennies in 'their
favorite sorority or fraternity's slot machine. Whomever
had the most money in pennies at the end won, but
points were taken away for
the amount of money that
wasn't pennies. They could
also vote on their favorites for
Mr. and Ms. Greek 2004.
Students were encouraged to

participate in the all-day
blood drive in Transitions for
the Harrisonburg Free Clinic,
which buys medicine and
other supplies to support the
Harrisonburg community's
less fortunate.
Wednesday's event was a
Kids Carnival for the
Harrisonburg community
on the College Center lawn
from S to 7 p.m. Eight sororities and one fraternity set up
booths for games to interact
with the children of the
Harrisonburg community.
"We decided to have a
carnival to reach out to the
Harrisonburg community
and so the [Greek community] could showcase their creativity," Polo said. "It's such
a good opportunity to do so
much for so many people "
Sophomore Alex Boyce, a
member of the Zeta Beta Tau
fraternity, said, "We wanted
to do our part to connect with
the younger generation
instead of just other Greeks."
Greek Week continued
outside when toe sun
appeared for Thursday's
Kickball and Crest Drawing.
The JMU community was
encouraged to bring an entree
or dessert and play kickball
with the Greek community.
The week ended with
Greek Sing, when? eight
sororities and two fraternities competed in the battle of
props and dance. Greek Sing
judges were faculty, staff,
alumni and people from the
Harrisonburg community. Al
the end of the show, the Delta
Delta Delta sorority and
Delta Chi fraternity won.
This year's Greek Week
theme was "Viva Las
Vegas." All proceeds went to
Books for Babies, an organization in the Harrisonburg
and Shenandoah Valley area
that purchases books for
children who do not own
any, and the Harrisonburg
Free Clinic.

Student soldiers tell different side of story than media
BY LISA GERRY

senior writer
Three student soldiers just
returning from missions in the
Middle East answered questions about their experiences
serving in Iraq Thursday night
as part of an effort to correct
""complete coverage given by
the media.
The JMU Student Soldier
Forum was cc-sponsored by
Americans for
Informed
pernocracy, the OrangeBand
Initiative and Foundation for
the Defense of Democracies.
1
believe dialogue provides
a
powerful tool to quell mistak-

en identities of one another,
and can help to better understand situations outside the
realm of mass media," said
senior Kevin Melton, the student representative from AID
and the forum's mediator said.
"Events such as the Student
Soldier Forum enable the audience to experience a variety of
differing views and opinions."
The three student soldiers
who spoke at the forum were
senior Corrie Baier, a U.S.
Army Reserves Sergeant, and
juniors Andrew Carnahan. a
U.S. Marines Corporal, and
Matthew Mills, a U.S. Army
Reserves Sergeant.

Students and other members of the audience were invited to ask the soldiers questions
about their experiences.
The soldiers described their
duties in the Middle Fast wh.it
their living conditions were
like and their experiences with
the Iraqi peoples.
Carnahan said his unit was
deployed several months
before the war in Iraq started,
and during that time, its job
was to be trained and ready for
anything. Once the war in Iraq
began, he said, his unit moved
as part of the invasion of Iraq
and built a bridge over the
Euphrates River so the Third

Infantry Division could cross
over to Baghdad.
Mills said that, while in
Iraq, he switched jobs a lot. "1
was a motor vehicle director,
which is a fancy name for a
truck driver," he said about one
of his duties. For a while, Mills
stayed in a machine gun pit
where he said he "basically sat
in a hole for three weeks and
looked for Tjad guys."
Baier said that while she
was in Iraq, she interacted a lot
with the Iraqi people. "I wanted to know them, develop relationships with them and figure
leeFOKUM.pageS

NATHAN CHlANTELLA//*<*>««»>r
From left, Junior Matthew Mills, senior Corrie Baler and Junior
Andrew Carnahan apeak to students on their experiences In Iraq.
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Convocation Center. The matter
is under investigation.

A JMU student reported an
unknown person keyed the
hood ol a 1992 Toyota sedan in
A4Lot.

charges since Aug. 25: 74
Number ol parking tickets
between Aug. 25 and April 15:
26,968
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DAYS Events Catmdar
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A building in Belgium was

SPORTS
Lacrosse beats Hofstra

harassing phone calls at the

Number ol drunk in public

Wednesday, April 21
The National Day of Silence will be held to make visible
the silence forced upon the gay and lesbian community by
participants agreeing not to speak for nine hours.
Resources and information is available on the commons. Email eganpd for more information.

FOCUS

JMU stall reported receiving

Property Damage

The Counseling & Student Development Center will be
hosting an alcohol workshop on women and alcohol in the
College Center Alleghany Room from 5 to 6:30 p.m. and
on adult children of alcoholic, in Taylor Hall, room 400
from 7:30 to 9 p.m. This is a Wellness Passport event.

The Women's Resource Center and Office of Sexual
Assault Prevention will be hosting guest speaker Claire
Reeves, who will discuss the topic of childhood sexual
assault. The event takes place in the College Center
Allegheny Room at 7 p.m.

LEISURE

Bv ASHLEY MCCLELLAND
police Ion reporter

TAXED if there was a street light on
In the April 15 issue of The Breeze, the house editorial incorrectly stated that there is a Congress and a
House of Representatives in Virginia. Virginia has a
General Assembly, which is made up of a Senate and
a House of Delegates.

ONLINE
Women's Basketball Banquet
Club House: Men's Ultimate Fnsbee
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2 Locations

Looking for the best summer of your life?

ft—ww* —leiami. thm**y um

Camp i.jsier Seals in Virginia has job
openings for camp counselors and program
leaders (aquatics, horseback riding, music,

MINI STORAGE

nature, sports aid morel
Vsork with
children and adults with disabilities at one of
our beautiful camping facilities.
Staff

Private Storage Rooms

members come from across the US and
arouad the world. Room, board and salary
provided
For information contact Lauren
Ligktfoot
at
illMi
633-9(55
or
HightfootCva.easter-seals.org

Now Accepting Flex!

24-7 Access

Secure
Facilities

433-1 000

SKYDIV
EASY ONE DAY FIRST
JUMP COURSE!
And a staff dedicated to keeping you and

■JlSl

your fellow JMU students skydiving at
SKYDIVEORANGE!

GIFT CERTIFICATES!

434-0676

433-1821

2485 So Hill Main Street

78 Cirttm Street

298-9439

249SomtiAve,Elkton

JMU STUDENT DISCOUNTS

(877) DIVE SKY
WWW.SKYDIVEORANGE.CO M

THE PUB
GREAT SUBS & BURGERS
INTRODUCING
"RED BULL HOT WINGS"
MADE WITH OUR SECRET RED BUI L SAUCE
"OUR WINGS GIVE YOU BULL"
LIVE MUSIC THIS WEEKEND
FRI 4-23 SMALL TOWN WORKERS
WITH LIFE OF THE COMMON
SA1

FREE I st class stamp with purchase of
each greeting card. Choose from orcr 100
card assortment.
Gifts for weddings, graduations. Mother's
day, baby showers, and Father's day

Grand Opening

Miniature collectible clocks tlicmed for
golf, work, music...
Bun's Bees body and
bath products.

#
Italian charm bracelets: charms priced
at $2.99 each FREE bracelet with 10
charm purchase. Greek letters,
birthstonc and aMrognlogical signs in
stock. Custom design. Nascar. fhsney,
other licensed charms priced higher.

soi LEDOI I Funk) R&B

EVERY WED IS SENIOR NIGHT
IIIIS WED is Urban night with
Restoring Poetr) to Music from Richmond

Furniture and Gifts
All in one place!
■ton - Fri - SAM

WEI) 4-28 is Rock night with the Rolling Stones Cover Band

8PM

Saturday - SAM - 6PM
2475-0 South Main St.

dothepub.com

Harrlsonburg, VA 22801
(behind Puia Hut)
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"Push the button"

NEWS

SCOM 461, Public Relations
Management class, works to promote street-crossing saftey.

19, 20041 THE BREEZE 13

"We left feeling good about the decisions made"
SHAUN NICHOLSON

UPB executive director of finance
story Mtow
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JMU graduate programs

Group raises seatbelt saftey awareness

ranked nationally

Health 458 students host speaker

Two graduate programs in
the College of Integrated
Science and Technology have
received high rankings from
US. News & World Report The
master 's-level audiology program ranked 27th in the fet of 51
top programs in the nation. The
master's degree-level speechlanguage pathology program
ranked 32 out of 124 top schools.
According to the magazine,
U.S. News? rankings are based
on expert opinion about program quality and statistical
indicators that measure the
quality of a school's faculty,
research and students.
Students hold toy drive
for Caribbean aid trip
JMU students from the
L>"partment of Health Sciences
will spend three weeks in the
Caribbean islands of Trinidad
and Tobago to help children
with HIV/ AIDS.
Tne JMU students will hold
a toy drive the week of April 19
with collection sites at Taylor
Down Under, Wilson Hall,'the
College Center and the Health
and Human Services lJbrary.
Contact Kelly Van Assche at
iwnnssAr for more information.

Reverend discusses
views on sexuality
A former ghostwriter for
Jerry Falwell will speak on the
dangers of reparative therapies and ex-gay ministries.
The Rev. Mel White, Ph.D.
will voice his struggle in reconciling his homosexuality
with Christianity.
White is author of the
book "Stranger at the Gate: To
Be Gay and Christian in
America." The lecture will be
held on the second floor of
Warren Hall April 22 at 7 p.m.

CAROLYN WAI-Sf-R/ifttf photographer
Bbnd head of ttwth of Virginia SpMfc Out About Tran* Safety, dtacuMs* teatt^ safer*

FEB groups reflect
BY ASHLEY MCCLELLAND

news editor
Emergency preparedness
card* now available
HARRISONBURG —
The Virginia Department of
Health is introducing a new
information to help residents
prepare for public health
emergencies.
A wallet card containing
useful emergency preparedness tips is being distributed. The card also has
an area for recording personal health information
necessary for emergency
medical personnel.
The DOH is partnering
with Wal-Mart, Giant Food
and Safeway to distribute
1.1 million wallet cards
throughout Virginia.

Several front-end budgeted student organizations
and clubs felt last Tuesday's
Student
Government
Association's FEB meeting
went smoothly, and were
happy with the turnout of
their budgets.
The FEB groups include
Student Ambassadors, Black
Student Alliance, the
University Program Board,
National Association for the
Advancement of Colored
People, Sports Club Council
InterFraternity Council,
Campus Assault ResponsE, the
Panhellenic Council and SGA.

-46
The night could not
have gone smoother
for the UPB.
— Shaun Nicholson

South Carolina buries
Civil War soldiers
CHARLESTON, S.C (Los
Angeles Times) — Wearing
lagged beards and rnxk mats.
some 20,000 mourners poured
into Charleston Saturday to
bury the remains of eight
drowned Confederate sailors.
The burial marked an end
to the mystery of the H.L
Hunley, a hand-cranked submarine fashioned out of a
steam boiler. On the night of
Feb. 17,1864, the Hunley blew
a hole in a Union warship and
then disappeared, trapping
eight men in a cylinder so narrow they could barely move.
Finally locating the submarine buried in sih four miles off
Charleston, the bodies and artifacts inside her still are partiallypreserved after 136 years.
Saturday's activities focused
on the solemnity of burying
eight men whose midnight
mission became a bedtime
story (or children growing up
in the South rather than the politics behind the Civil War.
State Sen. Glenn McGmnrll
said, "These were ordinary men.
They probably did not imagine
that they would leave such a
footprint in the sands of time."

O'Down
contributing writer
Traffic crashes are the No.
1 killer of adolescents aged 16
to 20, according to the
Department of Motor Vehicles
National Security Council.
In 2002, 178 teens were
killed on Virginia highways alone and the DMV
also reported 50 percent of
those victims were not
weiring seatbelts.
Students in a Health 458,
Health Program Planning
and Evaluation, class organized and presented "Let's
Hook Up Harrisonburg'' last
Wfadnaaqay which worked
raise awareness about seatMi safety. The health promotions class requires students to split into gnuips,
each focusing on a anaafli
topic of concern which the
students choose.
"We decided on the
StttbtH Safety Committee
because there are a bunch of
people in our group who
(participate in] rescue squad
.ind a lot who know people
who were injured or killed in
traffic accidents," senior
Kristen Stoneburner said.
"It's definitely a big issue."
The committee invited
fessica Bland, who heads
the Youth of Virginia Speak
Out About Traffic Safety
program, to speak at the
event. YOVASO primarily
works in high schools, and
this was Miami's first time
speaking with college stuBY KATIE

senior, UPB executive
director of finance

The Senate debated and
passed amendments, last
Thursday, on all the budgets
except the SGA's budget
which will be debated tomor-

row and the entire budget will
then be passed.
Junior finance committee
chair Matt Gray said, "I didn't
expect for the senate to be as
independently minded. To a
certain extent, I understand it
But at the same time, it's frustrating for everyone to think
they know best when they
don't have the information the
finance committee has had."
He added, "1 think the
senate has made some very
dangerous moves in disregarding many of the standards the finance committee
set for the budgets."
According to UPB, this year's
FEB night went smoothly, but
many groups wished they had
received more money.
"The night could not have
gone smoother for the UPB,"
said senior Shaun Nicholson,
UPB's executive director of
finance. "We were done, in
roughly 10 minutes and when
we were done, we left feeling
good about the decisions made
about our budget.
"I would have liked to
have been allotted several
million dollars so we could
bring the Dave Matthews
Band to Taylor Down Under.
But, unfortunately, we had to
deal with the concept of reality," he added "Considering
(that it's a zero-increase year],
see FEB page 4

dents, Bland said. Through
peer empowerment tactics,
her program strives to reach
teens who are at high risk
for traffic accidents and
falillHaa. she added.
"Peer-to-peer empowerment is much more influential
than adult-to-teen interaction," Bland said, encouraging
students to take responsibility
for their own actions.
Bland accompanied her
speech with a slide show
presentation, which included graphic pictures of various car accidents. The visuals served as a reminder of
the horrific consequences of
not wearing a seatbelt.
Bland strongly emphasized that a seatbelt is the
best protection against injury
or death and encouraged students not to rely on airbags
as a primary defense.
Doug Stader, who works
at the Department of Motor
Vehicles in Harrisonburg,
acknowledged how important seatbelt safety is. In a
survey done in the
Harrisonburg area by the
DMV, only 55 percent admitted to wearing a seatbelt on a
regular basis. Stader said he
is interested in determining
what the rate is within the
JMU community.
Freshman I like McGhee
said, "The people who did the
event really cared about saving lives. Stimething that only
takes two seconds to do can
save your life."

Students create campaign to
increase crosswalk button use
BY AMIR
POONSAKVARASAN

staff writer

Students in a Public
Relations SCOM 461 class
will find out if their campaign to promote using push
buttons at crosswalks was
successful later this week.
Speech Communications
professor John Stone assigned
groups in the class to find an
organizations in the JMU
community for which to create a campaign.
Seniors Zach Graber,
Megan Sullivan, Brannon
Coins, Kelly Himmerlsbach
and Ashley Williams chose to
design a campaign for the
JMU Police Department.
Working with JMU police
officers, the students utilized
the officers as resources to
construct a promotion for
public safety called "Just
Push It" to increase the use of
push buttons at crosswalks.
Graber said the group's
mission statement was to get
more people to use the "push
buttons" created for pedestrians at the intersection in front
of the Mr. Chips convenience
store and the traffic light closest
to Godwin Hall in the direction
of the Integrated Science and
Technokigy building
Graber said a common
preconceived notion people

have about crosswalks is that
they have sensors that can
detect when someone is waiting to cross.
"This, in fact, is not the
case, and if the button isn't
pressed, the ['no crossing' signal) will continue to be displayed, even though someone
is standing there waiting to
cross," Graber said.

_64
If the button isn't
pressed, the I'no
crossing signal'] will
continue to be
displayed.
— Zach Graber
senior

99
According to Williams,
the initial research was conducted in March.
The
group
gathered
research by counting the number of students who pushed
the button and when students
crossed with or against the
crosswalk signal.
After the research was gathered, the group found that the
greatest number of people who

crossed the street legally was
on March 17, about one in
every three pedestrians.
Williams also said on the third
day only 16 of 351 people
crossed legally that night
As a part of its campaign, the group created
and distributed 1,200 flyers
that provided people with
a brief list of statistics such
as how 4,800 pedestrians
are killed yearly by crossing streets carelessly.
"The (statistics) and the
flyers just allowed us to let
people understand what we
were trying to accomplish,"
Graber said.
In addition to fliers, the
group posted signs around
campus to catch individuals'
attention in hopes they would
read the signs and use the button to safelv and legally cross
the street.
According to Williams,
the group spent $30 on the
campaign, even though there
was no set budget in the criteria for the assignment.
"We used every resource
we could to print cheaply in
terms of using our own
paper and whatever other
resources we already had,"
Williams said.
Although it was difficult
to show a direct correlation
see PUSH page 4

Arboretum gives tours
BY MIMI LIU

contributing writer
The Edith J. Carrier
Arboretum will hold its
third annual Herb and
Garden Festival May 15
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Following this main event
will be a session from the
Brown-Bag Lecture Scries.
Vendors from all over
Virginia, Maryland and
North Carolina will come
to Harrisonburg to sell a
wide variety of plants and
flowers at the festival.
Garden societies members from the Harrisonburg
Orchid Group, the Augusta

Herb Society and the Native
Plant Society also will provide educational lectures
and advice on proper plant
care at their booths.
Bobbie Elliot has been
the coordinator for both of
the previous Herb and
Garden Festivals in addition to this year's event.
"I am a gardener
imsdl. and 1 find it very
worthwhile to be able to
bring the quality of vendors to other area gardeners," he said. "We do
have great nurseries in
the area, but these are
see TOURS, page 4

KVIN SHOAMaittttumufibiftiirrapArr
The lidtth J. Carrier Arboretum Invites visitors to lee the variety of. ants, flower* and other vegetation. The arboretum has hosted, the Herb and Garden Festival every year for the, paat three yean.
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FEB: Groups see budgeting success
FEB. from page 3
I am very happy with the monev we
tm I been budgeted, and know that
our programmers and volunttvrs
can put on great cv.-nts with those
financial constraints."
Black Student Alliance was given
money to purchase T-shirts for its
executive committee members
through a budgetary amendment
"VNfc felt that everything went very
smoothly and were pleased with the
outcome," said senior Rasheeda
Miller. USA president. "We received
everything we requested, plus our
additional funding request"
IlieSpurtslluhl ouncilaLsowas
the subject of debate concerning
whether or not to give money for
sports coaches. In the end, it received
$5,007.50 for coaches' salaries.
"I think the SGA is in a tough
spot, and, for that reason, they
went to great lengths to ensure
each dollar was allocated to programs that enhanced the quality
of life for students," said junior
(»m l.aHelle, SCC treasurer.
"While the debates were intense.

I feel confident our student tees
were well-allocated."
Freshman Erin Power, SCC president, said, "I was extremely happy
with the senators who spoke out on
behalf of sport clubs. There was a lot
of debate about taking money from
the contingency fund for our organization, but I don't think people realize that we welcome new clubs each
year into our organization.

-66 —
We felt that everything
went very smoothly...
— Rasheeda Miller
Black Student Alliance president

9?
"Therefore, while it is a zeroM year, we are constantly
growing and taking in clubs who
would typically he asking for money
from contingency," she said.
According to the SCA's Web site,

■>ga.jmu£du/strv_orgsian\l, Front-end
budgeted groups are organizations
tin campus that receive a certain
amount of money every year from
student fees. The amount of money
that they receive is determined every
year based on their budget from the
previous year.
According to Gray, the SGA
finance committee looks over
groups' budgets and determines if
they need all the money they were
given last year, and if their budget
should be reduced or increased
based upon the group's projected
needs for the upcoming year.
The SGA then meets and amends
each budget to give money back to
the organizations or to take more
money away from them. After each
organization's budget is debated, all
the budgets as a whole are passed.
The finance committee gives
money to each organization based
on standards that have been set in
the past, and based on whether or
not the money will help to tu 11 ti 11 the
organization's mission statement,
according to Gray.

3§7^

Foxfield

Races
^CiR

PUSH: Class campaigns for safety
rVSH.from page 3
between the "lust Push It" campaign and
students' crosswalk habits, the group felt
that it was able to at least get the message
of safety across campus.
Williams said she believes students
have become more aware of pedestrian
safety. "It's a hard campaign to represent
because it's not of high priority, but we did
what we could with the resources that
were provided," Williams said. "If nothing

else, people were presented the information to make a more informed decision"
Freshman Andrew Butterfield, who
regularly crosses South Main Street to get
to the studio art center, said, "I just cut
across the street because it's faster. The
crosswalk lights take too long to make
|using them| worth waiting for the signal."
Graber said, "Although we had a very
limited budget and time constraints, we fed,
overall, the campaign was a success."

TOURS: Planning summer activities
TOURS, from page 3
different types of |plants| that you would
only get through by mail '
According to Elliot, the attendance for
last year's festival was about 2,500 to
3,000 people. The arboretum expects a
good turnout for this year as well, and
Elliot said that there always are a large
number of JMU students at the events.
"It is very refreshing to see younger
generations involved in this," Elliot said.
"The arboretum is very beautiful right

now and we would hate for everyone to
miss all the bloomings."
The Edith J. Carrier Arboretum is
located off of University Boulevard
behind tile University Recreation Center
and is open to the public daily from dusk
until dawn. Admission is free.
For more information on the third annual
Herb and Garden Festival or other events
and arboretum activities planned through
the summer, visit the arboretum's Web site at
www.jmutdufarbctretum or call X83194.

Saturday
April 24, 2004
Tickets on Sale at University Outpost or
*Ti
online at www.foxfieldraces.com
432-0287

43 ^J tickets sold at the gates;
Must purchase tickets ahead of time

pAID
W EIC
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
MOVING HELPERS •WAREHOUSE HELPERS
MAY-SEPTEMBER • NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
$10 PER HOUR • BONUS POTENTIAL
tfgfr
fttf
DULLUS LOCATION
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*sr«
?\<
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V
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JK Moving & Storage, Inc.

(703) 800-4282 JOBS@JKM0VIWC.COM WWW.JKM0VING.COM (800) 073-8487
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FORUM: Soldiers speak HEALTH: Atkins loses muscle
FOKL'M, from page 1
out what they (were| thinking," she said. Her duty
was to help make the U.S.
military's attraction with
the Iraqis better, she said.
Some of Baier's other
duties while serving her
term in Iraq were to question Iraqis detained by coallition forces about the effectiveness of some of the
products that the U.S.
Army was using and to
explain to the Iraqi people
the value of the United
States being in Iraq.
The three soldiers agreed
that much of the American
presence in Iraq is not depicted correctly in the media's
coverage of the war.
"The media is largely in
Baghdad, and the sentiment
there is completely different
than in the rest of the country," Baier said.
All three said they each had
many positive experiences

with the Iraqis while abroad.
"I got to meet a lot of the
local people," Mills said. He
said that he swam in the Tigris
River and walked around the
markets in his free time. "We
were like very well-armed
tourists," he added.
Mills
and
Baier
affirmed that they will not
re-enlist in the military
because they hope to start
families. Carnahan said he
is torn as to whether or not
he will re-enlist.
After his time in Iraq, the
military is even a bigger part
of him and how he thinks of
himself had he remained a
civilian, he added.
The
other
soldiers
agreed with Mills that there
is a lot of downtime while
stationed in Iraq.
"Be prepared to be
bored," Mills said.
To pass
the time,
Carnahan said, he played a
lot of card games and chess.

CoinelX

nte
Cory Tinkham ■
Tue. April 20th

Jimmy 'O' Thurs. April 22nd

Calf Mountain J
Fri. April 23rd

His unit made a gym with
old car parts and pieces of
metal, he said.
Mills said his unit hosted
its own Olympics. One of
the events was to see "who
can throw this rock the farthest. You do what you
gotta do |to keep yourself
entertained]," he said.
Melton said, "I was very
pleased at the turnout for
this discussion. We were
successful in stepping away
from the debate on whether
the war in Iraq was justified, and received some
great questions pertaining
to the panelist's role as both
a student and a soldier."
)MU President Linwood
Ro9e spoke at the event,
saying he thinks open
forums such as the
Student Soldier Forum are
important and that It is
imperative "to learn [and]
to reflect before |the public judges]."

HEALTH, from page l
enough glucose — which comes
primarily from carbohydrates —
in the bloodstream, fats have to
be used as fuel. When the fats
are used as fuel, they eventually
will be converted to ketones. The
danger in this process is that too
many ketones in the blood cause
the blood to be too acidic, according to unvwMlkinsdielalfrlvrg.
A search of the Internet for
ketosis brings many Atkinsfriendly Web sites to claim that
ketosis is not unhealthy.
However, Cavoto said protein also is being lost from the
diet. Protein is one of the major

Only Raw Bar In Hanisonburg
Available

*>«£

components that helps muscle
tissue to grow. Athletes who
attempt the Atkins plan may
notice a deterioration in their
performance from this loss of
muscle mass.
Because the diet requires a
high amount of protein intake,
dieters often get a higher
amount of fat — especially saturated and trans fats — and
cholesterol in their meals.
Cavoto said that "we eat far
too much protein in this country," which puts added stress
on the liver and adding high
intakes of DffoMfl only makes
the Situation worse.

Cavoto added that with a
low-carb diet such as Atkins,
most of the weight that is lost is
water and muscle weight, which
quickly is regained once a person resumes eating normally
Rather than cutting out carbohydrates entirely, she recommends
simply cutting back.
"Never, ever stay on any of
the restrictive diets over two
weeks," Cavoto said, and added
that most people don't even last
that long because excessive dieting of any kind will cause the
blood sugar levels in the body to
fluctuate radically, posing serious threat to vital organs.

Need a job next year?
The Breeze is hiring an online editor!
i-.iii \S-M:7

beach WeefV 100*
Ocenn DrivelResort

ent

_ Price Appetizer Menu
Dally 4-° pm
Huge Sandwich Menu
Fresh Burgers
Hotdogs
Chicken
PoBoy
HamATurkey, and more...
Wings- 25< each MonAThurt
•at in only

' ' \ '■

Student Friendly - Book Now - Limited Availibility

Salads
Vegetarian Dishes
Fresh fish and ste;
Tuesday crablegs
10.99/lb
Wed Oysters
5.00/ Doz

Lean Mi
Sat.

J0W Wlnr St HvnorCul
7 Da* iV\»* I lun- 2»m
«3J-W74

SEAFOOD BAR

&

GRILL

Graduating?
Information Technology would like you to know that your JMU e-ID
account (fore-mail, ecampus, Blackboard and more) will remain active
for approximately 60* days after graduation.
Take care of your e-campus needs:

$ JMU Hillel Presents:
lolocausl .{rnirmhniiKv Wrrk
Vlwcivs limn'iiilx
\c\ <T I or*

0 Print a copy of your unofficial transcript
for your records (official copies can be obtained from the Registrar's
office at haD^/www.imu.edu/reaisrjar/tjanscriDts.shtml)
El Make sure your mailing addresses are current
Take care of your e-mail needs:
0 Make Sure You Have Setup a New E-Mail Account
with an Internet Service Provider (ISP) or a free service provider, such
as Yahoo or HotMail before graduation.
0 Send All Existing E-Mail from Your JMU Webmail
account that you would like to keep to your new e-mail address.
0 Set Forwarding in Webmail
to deliver new e-mail to your new ISP account (dick Options.
Forwarding, type in your new e-mail address, then dick Start).
Forwarding will continue for approximately 60* days after graduation.

Feature Event*
ir I IOIM.'.III-I ami I)i-< riiinii.iii"ii IO<IH\
,I \ null- Spriikcr: M-. I .mi >il\ IT
\,,l, 11 | |, ,|, ,r.iii-l * > i. • I I 11 -1«• I in i .ii i'I N'llnliil

rjiiuriii" In \hin"i\ \n \w.iiil \\iimiii" Sliori rilm
(iliillHli-MnN .ill I In ;111 <• \|>l il JO - ~|Hii
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0 Correct Mailing List (Listserv) Subscriptions
to use your new e-mail address.
0 Save Your Friends' and References' E-mail Addresses
then send them your new e-mail address.
For more information, please contact
the JMU Computing HelpDesk at 540-568-3555
or check the self-help web site at
htJp://www.jmu.edu/computJng/helpdesk/selfhelp
Information Technology, James Madison University

\
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• Actual dnaM date 180 days after your dagrsa has betn corrferttd, therefore we 1st an
aejajsjajjaj dak) of 90 days alter graduation
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Evolution is not a theory about the origin
of life. The question of where life came
from is separate from the question of what
happened to it once it appeared.
SM

OPINION

latter Ms*

HOUSE

The tragedy of Ryan Pisco's death surely was due to the lack of responsibility
on someone's part, but Jodie Pisco
seems to be fogetting who that someone
was — her son.
St* house editorial below

LETTERS TO THE
EDITOR

EDITORIAL

Creationist column misquotes scientists;
evidence supports theory of evolution
Dear Editor,
In a column in the most
recent issue of TV Breeze, Jon
Anderson wished to persuade
us that scientists are confused
about evolution. He provides
two lines of evidence in support of this view — a 50-yearold calculation purportedly
showing that life could not
h.ur Mrmed naturally and a
eari. .mini! \vision of modem
paleontology — to argue that
tin li-sil record is contrary to
evolutionary expectations
Howe\ei. nnm'of Anderson's
major assertions arc true
1 volution is not a theory
about Ihe origin of life. The
i of when1 life came
Irom is separate (rom the
question of what happened
to it once it appeared.
Individuals need a different
theory to explain the origin
of life, just like thev need a
different theory to explain
the motions of the planets.

Coors not to blame for drunk driving death
A woman in Nevada is claiming
that Coors Brewing Company is
responsible for her 19-year-old son's
death in a car accident two years ago.
Ryan Pisco allegedly drank Coors
beer the night of the accident, and then
drove his girlfriend's car 90 miles per
hour into a a light pole.
Now Pisco's mother, Jodie, is
suing the brewing company for promoting underage drinking through
advertisements.
And she hasn't stopped there.
Jodie Pisco also is suing her son's
girlfriend for not stopping him from
getting in the car, and she is suing
the girlfriend's mother for buying
the car in the first'place.
There comes a point when someone
has to draw the line.
The tragedy of Ryan Pisco's death
surely was due to the lack of responsibility on someone's part, but Jodie
Pisco seems to be forgetting who that
someone was — her son.
When a person rums 18 years old,
he or she is considered an adult and
therefore responsible for his or her
actions. It is seen in the courts when 18-

year-old criminals are charged just like
50-year-olds. Jodie Pisco is attempting
to point fingers in the wrong directions.
It is unfortunate that Ryan Pisco
made a choice to drink and drive, and
even more unfortunate that it cost him
his life. But unless a Coors representative was at the party forcing him to
drink the product, the brewing company has done nothing wrong. If every
beer company was sued for every
death by driving drunk — which
amounts to more than 17,000 a year,
according to the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration —
every brand would have gone bankrupt a long time ago.
Jodie Pisco claims that Coors targets
underage drinkers in its advertising
The reality is, most all products nowadays — whether they are alcoholic beverages or clothing — are aimed at the
young and beautiful generation. Yet
young and beautiful does not mean
under the legal drinking age. Coors
hasn't advertised a 10-year-old sipping
a can of brew — it only is keeping up
with the competitive standards of the
current marketing world.

The most ridiculous claim, however, is that Ryan Pisco's girlfriend
and her mother should be to blame
for his actions. A girlfriend is not a
babysitter, and the owner of a car
does not have a hidden remote control to guide it in a deadly direction.
Ryan Pisco made a choice that
nobody else could make, and, unfortunately, he paid the consequences.
It is sad that he has to become another negative drunk driving statishc.
but as a legal adult, he is the only
one responsible
Jodie Pisco's blame on others perhaps stems from the grief and disappointment of her son's death, and
rightfully so, as the loss of a loved
one has traumatic effects on anyone's
life. Yet by pointing fingers in the
wrong direction, she is showing that
drinking and driving is done at the
hand of the alcoholic industry and
not by the person who sits behind the
wheel. Let Ryan Pisco's irresponsibility set an example for the next person
who thinks about drinking and driving — hopefully he or she will make
the better choice.

There are gaps in the
fossil record, but
Anderson's examples
are not among them.

Anderson cites Fred
Hoyle as his authority for
claiming life could not have
formed naturally. You don't
need a degree in mathemat-ti1 through such
1.1.HI11S. No simple probability calculation pottibl)
could imply what Anderson
suggests. I'm sure hi.
engaged in origin-of-life
research would be shocked
to learn that they have overlooked a simple calculation
comprehensible to any
undergraduate
There are gaps in the fossil
record, but Anderson
pies MB not among tlieni. For
example, the transitions ln«n
tish to amphibian, amphibian
to reptile, and reptile to mammal — among many others —
are documented; the links can
be found in any recent book
on paleontology.
Anderson claims support

tot liis .ilk'gations from paleontologists Colin Patterson,
Stephen Jay Gould, and
(*vrge Caylord Simpson. He
has misrepresented all three
of them — none were
addressing the general questions of whether the fossil
record was consistent with
evolution, or whether there
were transitional
forms
between major groups of animals such as reptiles and
mammals. Instead, the issues
they wen? discussing were
more esoteric issues of interest
primarily to researchers.
Pol example, Gould has
written, "... it is infuriating to
be quoted again and again by
creationists
—
whether
through design or stupidity, I
do not know — as admitting
tossil record includes
no
transitional
forms.
Transitional forms are generally lacking at the species
level, but they are abundant
between larger groups." I
wonder why Anderson didn't
cite that quote.
Patterson wrote, "In several animal and plant
groups, enough fossils are
known to bridge the wide
gaps between existing types.
In mammals, for example,
the gap between horses,
asses and zebras (genus
IA|UUS| and their closest living relatives, the rhinoceroses and tapirs, is Filled by an
extensive series of fossils
extending back 60 million
years to a small animal,
Hyracotherium, which can
only be distinguished from
the rhinoceros-tapir group
by one or two noise like
.'! the skull "
Creationists have misquoted George Caylord Simpson
so many times that then? is a
web site devoted to
ing what he actually said.
The reason scientists
become so exasperated when
arguing with creationists is
that the latter have never
shown even the slightest
interest in bothering to
understand the theory they
attack with such venom.
Jason Rosenhouse
assistant professor
Department of
Mathematics and Statistics
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Pat...

Dart...

EDITORIAL POLICY

A "way-to-slow-down" dart to the
insensitive person who ran over a duck
while it was crossing the street.
From a senior who thinks you should he
more aware of your surroundings when driving
and not just focused on your green light.

Pat...

A "where-was-the-fire?" dart to the super
genius who sprayed a fin? extinguisher into
our open window at 2 a.m.
From two angry residents who have a lovely
outing of powder owr everything they own.

"To Ihe press alone, chequered as it is with abuses. Ihe world is
indebted for all Ihe triumphs which have been gained by
reason and humanity over error and oppression."
— lames Madison

The house rtlitonal reflect* the <-pinion <* the editorial hoard as a whole, and is
nut necessarily thcopm-si of any individual itarTinemhci (4The Breeze
Editorial Board;
Alison Fargo
Kelly Jasper
Ale* Simry
EdkOI
Managing Editor
Opinion Editor
I ettcrs r.< the editor should he no more than WO words, columns should he no
more than 900 words, and both will he published tei a space available basis.
They must he delivered to The Breeze by noon Tuesday»" * P tn Friday.
The Breeze reserves the nght to edit for clarity and space.
The opinions in this section do not necessarily reflect the opinion oi the
newspaper, this naff, or James Madison Univemty

Dart.

A 'lneak-n»eK>ff^<iMtf-tr\at'' pat to the
ttvho flashed her best undies on the Quad,
iks to a strategic gust of wind.
From your aHuorker uto's prvud to say she
uvrks with someone uito always puts her best face
forward.

A "way-lo-conqucr-those-mlling-hills"
pat to the three ladies helped me survive
13.1 miles of running this weekend.
From a girl who is relieved, yet nostalgic,
that the half marathon is over and thankful
that she had such a great running team to
make it through.

Dart..

Pat...
A "thanks-for-hclping-me-pick-up-theCicees" pal to the L'KK employee who
.•Iped me pick up my broken CD player
and CD after an unfortunate accident on
the treadmill.
From a freshman girl who was having a
, lurajf day and really appreciated your help

A "way-tivact-like-you-are-3-yearvold"
dart to the guy who threw his food all over the
fkxir and my fool whik' throwing a temper
tantrum at The Festival because he lost his
JAC card and couldn't get his food for free.
/ B m an employee who did not enjoy
cleaning up the mess you made
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\spoon I
it's the best for
flinging food at
l>-hall."'

"My hands

■ they're
the most
versatile "

Kelly Keegan

Vince Zangardi

freshman, history

freshman, ihcaler
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"Bendy stratus
because I'm
obsessed with
them."

campus
SPOTLIGHT
CAKIH.YN WMSaUiufpllncwiiplirr

"Tlie spork because
it's tmi in one."

Emily Pierce

Kelsey Cullinan

sophomore, IDLS

freshman, health science

What is your favorite eating utensil and why?

J^-

From the Wire

Patients' common 'medical illiteracy' could prove dangerous
According
to
the
Institute of Medicine, 90
million American adults are
health-illiterate and lack the
necessary skills and understanding to comprehend medical jargon. This lack of
understanding leads to billions of dollars in unnecessary health care costs.
Health care practitioners
need to be aware of this problem

and its possible consequences.
Additionally, awareness of this
issue should form part of the
curriculum for medical and
nursing schools.
"The public's ability to
understand and make informed
decisions about their health is
a frequently ignored problem..." IOM Committee Chair
David A. Kindigsaid.
Kindig also stated that most

medical professionals and policymakers haw little to no understanding of the extent of this
problem. If patients do not
understand vital information
regarding their health, the quality
of the care they receive — along
with their health — can decline.
The problem could work in
reverse if a patient were to overreact to a diagnosis because
they are confused, for example.

the viral infection herpangina
with the sexually transmitted
infection herpes. While herpangina is known to cause pusfilled sores on the throat and
tongue, it is not affiliated with
the disease that infects some
sexually active Americans and it
is known to last for only a few
days, not a lifetime.
Exacerbating the problem,
IOM said health systems are

becoming increasingly more
complex as they are, "involving
new technologies, scientific jargon and complicated medical
procedures and forms."
Unless they are in the habit
of carrying a medical dictionary
around with them, patients will
not be aware of these advances.
The problem only has the
potential to worsen as further
medical advances are made.

Students and practitioners
need to be aware of the illiteracy
problem early. Enrolled medical
students need to learn better
ways to deal with their future
patients as the patients' health
could be at risk if they fail to
comprehend the advice they are
given.
This staff editorial originally
appeared in the University of
South Florida's The Oracle.
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Continental in the Country"

To endure and endure"-- W. Faulkner
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Only 30 scenic minutes from JMU!
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Congratulations to the top three winning
Sororitites of Greek Week:
*
1. Alpha Phi
2. Zeta Tau Alpha
3. Sigma Sigma Sigma
Congratulations to the top three winning
Sororities of Greek Sing:
1. Delta Delta Delta
2. Alpha Sigma Alpha
3. Beta Tau Alpha

+ +*

Congratulations to the winning
Fraternity for Greek Sing:
Delta Chi
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want some
extra cash ?
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in a recent u.c.I.a. study
65° o of college educated
males said they would rape
a woman if the} thought
the> could get a\va\ w ith it
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yep, you read that right!
Thursday April 22nd
5-8 pm
Outside D-hall i»h or MM

s io<> to a student wearing any shirt
with JAMES |J|CHONE logo on it!
antique
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5 Court Square, 'Marrisonbura (!}£e»;t to 'flan^.OJ America) 4JJ-1SJJ

Spot the Intensity!
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LEBUK

HOROSCOPES

CROSSWORD

Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.
Today's Birthday (April 19). You're fiercely determined to succeed, and the odds are good that you will.
Set goals you can't achieve in one year, just to keep things interesting

Aries March 21-April 19
1

^f

Today is a 9 - You're like a laser beam when
you get on track. A door that was closed
I burst open through the sheer force of
your enthusiasm.

Libra Sept 23-Oct 22
Today is a 7 - Once you and your partner
have made the commitment, the interesting
part begins. You'll get to figure out how
much you can spend and on what, where
and when. It'll be fun.

Scorpio Oct. 23-Nov. 21

JK:

Cancer June 22-July 22
today is a r. - The good news: The most
>t difficult part of this testing phase is almost
over. The bad news: You may discover that
■ benefit you thought you'd win was all in
your imagination. Don't worry, there'll be
others.

Leo July 23-Aug. 22
Today is an 8 - You're greatly expanding
^^^i your awareness. Use what you're learning
T!^. to become .1 better leader. You may have to

*■
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See if you can translate
the following?
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Today is a 5 -For the past few days it may
"f^ . have felt as if you were being dragged
rftx* down You wen', hut you dldn t sink, and
now you'll emerge more loveable. You'll
see.

Aquarius Jan. 20-Feb. 18
Today is an 8 - Loved ones may worry that
Aftai you're spending too much time with your
Ut nose stuck in books, but the one who really
JB V matters understands. He or she may be in
there with you, figuratively speaking.
-e^
Today is a 7 - Conditions are changing
(■L^fel dramatically as you enter a studious
yp phase You'll find that you can concentrate
more easily over the next few weeks, starting now.
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ACROSS
1 Head skin
6 Future figurine
10 Lenient
14 Cringe
15 Luminous ring
16 Baseball's
Matty or
Moises
17 Texas mission
18 Jacob's twin
19 Smear
20 Merry month?
21 Gap in a chain
24 Surface luster
26 Acts as host
27 Contract
stipulation
29 Enlightened
31 Describe
32 Enjoy a book
34 Festive parties
39 Designer
Cassini
40 Sharp-eyed
bird
42 Batty
43 Tough
question
45 Burpee kernel
46 Workplace
watchdog grp.
47 Ladies ot the
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36
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Capricorn Dec. 22-Jan. 19

B

Answer to last issues riddle

20

5

47

TToday is an 8 - Once you've made the
commitment to someone you love, the work
will be much easier. There'll still be some
tough parts, of course, but you know it's for
a good reason.

Tribune Media Services

Rinni.ioftheDay
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Sagittarius Nov. 22-Dec. 21

Pisces Feb. 19-March 20
Virgo Aug. 23-Sept. 22
Today is a 5 - Deep breaths in through the
$Jtl nose and out the mouth will help
^M\* Meditate on green rolling hills and the
^^P^ time you can spend there.

3

•Jl

C ^ J Today is a 6 - Just when you're reeling
swamped, somebody will come to your
rescue. This is a person you've helped in
the past

Gemini May 21-June 21
Today is a 7 - Start winding down the
» operation and don't overshoot your mark.
Your energy level is diminishing, and
Kirn' .irr ((implications ahead. Proceed
with caution

2

14

&:

Taurus April 20-May 20
_ . Today is a 6 - Your nerves may be juat
iJ|^^.il>m>! shot hut don't give up The worst is
^Pw over Well, almost over; don't ask for any
' big hrai quite yet.

1

57

56

|
65
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flock
49 Cold time
51 Reply
55 Eureka!
56 Our for lunch?
59 E.T. craft
62 Cain's victim
63 Point of
soccer
64 Like some
kitchens
66 Ring out
67 Wrestler
Hogan
68 Worship
69 BPOE
members
70 Very
pronounced
French?
71 Lacoste and
Russo

!
.
"

DOWN
Con game
Soft drink
Road dates
Moon vehicle's
letters
5 PR events
6 Kasparov's
game
7 Colleen
8 Kirghiz
mountains
9 Brigham and
Loretta
10 Weasellike
mammal
11Kukla'spal
12 Source, asot
wisdom
13 Istanbul crowd
22 Rhone feeder
23 Actor Kinnear
25 Pitch forward
27 Horse hoof
sound
28" & Stitch"
29 Pay
30 Run in neutral
33 Lessen
35 Beside
36 Missed, as an
1
2
3
4

Play at a

If Digest Award Winning coi

opportunity
37 Yearning
38 Skyrocket
41 Astronomer
Hubble
44 Coral
formation
48 Frank Lloyd
50 Interlocking
51 Hanging open
52 International
prize
53 Behave
furtively
54 Old-time water
coolers
55 Swindles
57 Excessively
acid
58 Hearty's
partner
60 Blaze
61 Fifths of five
65 Summertime
cooler
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faany people, the Valley
bra
is a mountain biking Mecca
Story by contributing writer Katie Hooker • Graphics by art director Jenny Chanthapanya
Almost any student would
argue there's nothing to di
Harrisonburg, as it is in the
middle of nowhere. As soon as summer hits, most students leave dust in
the air trying to get out of the 'Burg.
But, to some, Harrisonburg is their
"mini-Mecca" of the East Coast It's not
me love of poultry or a longing to see the
sites downtown that bring and keep them
here — they come for events like the VI ■
HA, the HOO-HA, and
'.ick
Downhill. They, indeed, are mountain bikers,
and they're slowly taking over the 'Burg.
"[The Shenandbah Valley is) definitely a
tie Boulder [Colo] of the I
said
George WiUetts, the assistant mountain bike
director for Massanult
exciting place to be as a cyd
National mountain biking champion
< miah Bishop actually moved to the
Shenandoah Va

to Ore
Still, Keller finished second (the win came d.
wants
World Championship 24-hour competition as a solo rider
to go [with mountain biking)," Richardson said, who also is one or R
M moui
So why has Harrisonburg become such a popular destirwrtioi
Because, as Richardson said. The trail network is huge."
worker and fellow biker Jake Thompson agreed.
ction
: get you a mountain bike trail," hr
- Wolf
Gap, Red Diamond, Lookout Mountain and Red.:
K of Keller's
ites is Kaylor's Knob.
"The only bad thing about Harrisonbur,
ly any
beginner trails," Thompson said. "You'll go u|
miles." The level of difficulty probably is why mar
the area each year.
andoan Bicycle and Shenandoah Mountain Touring coordinated the
Shenandoah Mountain 100, a 100-mile race that bri
Georgia and Ohio to com]
The Massanuttep

double CIO!
beer maker), and the
which many pm
ide.
The YBE-HA, which will be held
primarily of a downhill event,
9, 2004, issue of the /
■rcord. Two
of the Virginia Point Series, which d.
id and Nick
the mountain biking state champion. Both, the
Waite — also have moved to the area to train with
HOO-HA and the Shenandoah Mountain 100 are
othei
nd, in 1997, Massanuttheld in August.
held the World Cup International bike race.
Although competition seems Bi
'Burg, Richardson and Thompsi.
44
promote more of the fun and community <•
biking. "[Harrisonburg] has a well-developed cycl
nity — not an elitist one," Richardson said. "It's mon
This is probably the best mountain biking that
- and everything else is a side note' (state of mind]. 7
there is. You 're surrounded by mountains and
why we ha\
i'ack Downhill.''
The Si
vnhill, a 10-week informal racing series
just incredible riding.
held Friday
g up and down a
and then downin
eei, according to Richa-UndseyKeflcr
geared at gathering toceth
ing them different trails in the area while Having fun ai
k Downhill
[the other bikers] will wait for you at the top," senior
99
Mack
I you can pedal... if you learned how to pedal
"Ther
i of us that have moved here to be 'that guy'
:ne out, and you'll have fun," he
(like Bishop) — to promote our cycling," Will
said.
And the numbers are rising
lain biking in and around
i
To get started mountain biking Richardson suggests that a
Harrisonburg has seen quite an increase in pop
pot'
should first borrow a bike instead of rum
'90s. The Shenandoah Mountain Biking Club, founded about M
id buying one. The new biker should go out with a
years ago, now has about 60 m
rding to Tim Rich
helmet and a rriend who knows the area and have fun. If
owner of Su
Company, and students at JMU re. i
ikes the sport, then Ridiardson suggests that he
or she makes sure th<
-.* hardsor. and. Its been awesome to •>buy the right equipment, [then] it reduces the risk of you
having to walk out of the woods," he said.
- equipmer I
a central locaKeller suggests begi
i personal venat Massanuttei
pporruniry, and [we] were
there are a few less difficult
how
ies a mountain biking class through the kinesiolshe likes the area around
ogy departii!.
he number
Harrisonburg,
K
of college stud<
and the KIN 123 class has become a "good tool
said, "Ifs just incredible
to help people d>i re's no other place
Despite the growing number of mountain bik>
any are conlike it This is probably
edf about Jrv:
lack of involvement with the biking comrrn
the best mountain biking
that there is. You're surnntains and
lor [ason Martis agrees, "m Charlottesville you can run into 20 people on a bike ride.
incredible riding."
Here, it's strange if you run into anyorv ." Though Mams said it's enjoyable at times, ifs also
■ Information on
somewhat unfortunate that students aren't taking advantage of the mountain biking opportunities,
mountain biking, visit wwwM/deiont has ridden he:
lop of the biking scene in the
va.com or wiewshenandoahmoimthe mountain biking community foi
1. For information
and
on the V
has bi
Ies) and double cross country
r lier third
k Downhill, contact
>n, she competed in a 24-hour •.
irted to ha I
George WUletts or Ken Hess at
course was a six-mile loop, so riders were spread out. I was talking to myself and seeing tilings.'
289-4954.
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SUMMER CAMP JOBS
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ffrbucb GoHputtulaiianl Qtaduated.!
Ragtime Fabrics offers a wide selection of
in-stock bridal and formal fabrics, gorgeous
trims and the full line of Butterlck patterns

Downtown H'burg

434-5663

Japanese Steakhouse & Sushi Bar

Our expert Kyoto chefs prepare,

II you do no* find what you ar« looking for, w* otter * \m>am ■■(•cllnn
oi Social Ofd»r tabrlc Mrnpkt booh». Vogu. and McCaHpanarn.
and apacialty trims
^^
- -

60 West Market Street

u**

Looking for ihe best summer of your life''
Camp Easter Seals in Virginia has job
openings' to. camp counselors and program
leaders (aquatics, horseback riding, music,
nature, sports and more).
Work with
children and adults wilh disabilities al one of
our beautiful camping facilities.
Staff
members come from across the US and
around ihe world. Room, board and salary
provided. For information contact Lauren
Lightfoot
at
(804)
633-9155 or
IlightfoolWva.easter-seals.org

from appetizer to entree, your delicious
dinner at authentic teppan yaki tables.

Wa can ratar aaamairaaaaa lo maka your draam
wadding or lormal a rnamorabla raaltly

M-TH 9-5
F 9-6
Sat 9-4

www.ragtimefabrics.com
Husqvarna/Viking machine dealer

540.574.4901

>44fc^i

S29 E. Market Street, Harrisonburg. VA

THE PUB
ALTERNATIVE YOUTH ADVENTURES
An experience In character education
Alternative Youth Adventures (AYA) Is a short term, high
Impact adventure therapy program focused on behavioral
modification and character education. We are dedicated to
the service of adjudicated youth referred to our program.

Instructor teams consist of three to four instructors
working an eight-day on. six-day off rotation.

Age 21 Bachelor's degree. CPR and First Aid mandatory
Good social, outdoor, life and teaching skills.

Full-time employment starting in May through July 2004

We are located in southsvestern Colorado |ust north
of the San Juan Mountains and Telluride
Field instructors salaries range from $19,700
to $23,000 All Benefits at 90 days.

Instructors .ire responsible for
the physic.it and emotion.il safety
of the students, exponentially
teaching curriculum and wilderness

GREATSUBS& BURGERS
INTRODUCING
"RED BULL HOT WINGS"
MADE WITH OUR SECRI r RED BULL SAUCE
"OUR WINGS GIVE YOU BULL"
LIVE MUSIC THIS WEEKEND
I Kl 4-23 SMALLTOWN WORKERS
WITH LIFE OF THE COMMON

skills, role modeling, upholding
program standards and having fun

S \i

SOULEDOUT Funk) R&B

EVERY WED IS SENIOR NIGHT
rHISWED is Urban night with
Restoring Poetry to Music from Richmond

1
Rob Omer (JMU '89|
Executive Director
1236 North Townscnd.
Montrose, CO 81401
Office 970 249 9316
Fax: 970 249 9318

WED 4-28 is Rock nighl with the Rolling Stones Cover Band

omer@ayacolorodo org

i
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"I do these seemingly insane things
because I love fashion."

■ Pushing through

STYLE

Student Dance Concert
proceeds despite minor
setbacks in its beginning.

MELISSA BOSS

senior
112

REVIEW

Concert ends smoothly despite difficulties
BY TRACY HACKER

contributing writer

AMY PATTRSON//A*. ri/i/.»
Students perform In "12 Facings" dress rehearsal.
The dance was 'Do Ya Thing," choreographed by
Alan Arnett.

Despite a few minor setbacks,
the school of theatre and dance's
Thursday night Student Dance
Concert appeared to be a success.
The concert, "12 Facings," originally was supposed to feature 12
different dance pieces, but due to a
last-minute injury, soloist Jess
Burgess was not able to perform
her self-choreographed piece
"Where The Mind Exists." The
concert also experienced some
technical difficulties during the
performance of "Traeme Paz,"
failed to work. "Traeme Paz,"
which was on film, was unable to
be shown because the video equipment was not functioning.
Aside from these difficulties, the

performers, choreographers and
audience members said they were
were pleased overall with the show.
'1 tin night the concert went well,"
said junior Avigail leighton, one of
the show's three student directors.
"All of the dancers really focused
on their performances and this
showed on stage."
Sophomore audience member
Dana Lokitis enjoyed the concert
because of the diversity among the
pieces. "I enjoyed the variety of
this semester's student dance concert," she said. "This concert consisted of many styles of dancing
including modem, jazz, tap, theatrical dance and video dance."
The piece that evoked the most
audience enthusiasm was the 'The
Backyard
Shimmy."
Eleven
dancers, who wore brightly colored

iKstiimes, used various props
including lawn chairs and watering
cans, lending a more theatrical feel
than other pieces. The music, by
Fatboy Slim, was upbeat, fast-paced
and had some techno elements. The
dancers acted as if they were tanning in a backyard, digging into the
ground and pouring water from
watering cans on each other.
Sophomore Megan Moran also
thought the piece was an audience
favorite. "It was a very fun and
energetic piece, and brought a lot of
pop culture to an art form that has
been around for awhile," she said.
"It was a nice change from the usual
[dance style], and it left me with a
good feeling after watching it."
[.okitis said that she thought
the props used in this dance
see DANCE, page 12

THEATRE PREVIEW

Search for love often
'Strictly Experimental'
Students enact light comedy about love's perils
BY COURTNEY RILEY

contributing writer

Most people taste a few bitter
fruits before finding the sweet
taste of true love. This week at
Theatre II, the Stratford Players
present "Strictly Experimental,"
a lighthearted comedy about the
perils of dating advice and the
lengths to which people will go
to find love.
This brilliantly student-written
show features the acting antics of
seniors Sean Galdo, Ashley Young
and Sara Eshelman, juniors Aiko
Yasuhara and David Schrock and
freshmen Brandon Ferraro and
Stephanie Wilbur.
Galdo, who plays Greg in the
play, called "Experimental" "crazy
good fun," and said the message of
the play is that "you can't achieve
perfection by trying too hard."
The play begins when bestselling author and columnist
M.C. Reynolds (Yasuhara),
comes to town. Ordinary simpletons flock to attend her conference and receive a few of the
legendary guru's pearls of wisdom
concerning
dating.
However, when Reynolds tests
her theories on six unwitting
volunteers, her plans go haywire and hilarity ensues.
Yasuhara calls the performance a commentary on the dating magazine culture.
"(The play is) about how
people give so much credit to

these theories [on love] that may
or may not necessarily work,"
Yasuhara said.
"Strictly Experimental" owe* Its
existence to senior Emily Gipson,
the student writer and director.
Gibson said the hardest part
of producing the show was
organizing the lights and
scheduling and actors.
Gipson was quick to add,
however, "I love doing theatre;
the show is really fun and has
been a worthwhile experience."
One of the most difficult aspects
for the actors, however, was the vulnerability of their performances.
"Our cast is pretty inexperienced
and this was a student-written
show, which is harder to do because
you're really putting yourself out
there," Yasuhara said. Galdo added
that the time constraints were hard,
and (the show] pretty much become
the cast's social lite.
Both consider the experience
a positive one, but also were
quick to point out the closeness
of the Experimental cast
"We get along so well, it's
fun and the energy is really
high," Yasuhara said.
"It's just Like a party every
time we rehearse," added Galdo.
"Strictly Experimental'' will
run at Theatre II from April 20
to April 24 at 8 pm. There also
will be a midnight show April
23. Tickets are $3 with JAC card
and go on sale at 4 p.m. Monday
at the Theatre II Box Office

Maroon 5 to
color campus
BY CAITE WHITE

senior writer

After an interlude in
Australia, Maroon 5 will touch
base in America again to perform at JMU. Wednesday,
April 21, will mark Maroon 5's
first tour date in the United
States since leaving the country.
"I like [Maroon 5's] style of
music," sophomore Kristen
Blanco said. "One of my friends
went to see them, and [said]
they put on a really good show."
Maroon 5 and Less Than
lake will perform following an
opening act from hip-hop
recording artist Rahzel The
concert is promised to be an
exciting one. according to freshman
Jeremy
Paredes,
University Program Board
director of public relations.
"It's going to be a really
fun show," Paredes said.
"There is so much variety. I'm
really excited."
Students also have said
they are looking forward to
the concert.
"I haven't been to a concert in a while, so I'm psyched about seeing Maroon
5,"
freshman
Kristen
Ondishko said. "My roommate and I printed up all the
lyrics to their songs and
taped them up on our wall —
we blast the music and sing
at the top of our lungs."
Paredes added, "Maroon 5
is doing really well on the charts
right now, and Less Than Jake's
new [compact disc] is good."
Tickets for the show soil
are available in the Warren
Hall Box Office for S20 with
JAC card and $25 without.
Tickets also are being sold at
Plan 9 Music and online at
Jmuupornusicrcom.

Fraternity
fund raisesfor
community
BY GEARY COX

senior writer

Bands will be playing for a
philanthropic cause tonight at
the Phi Sigma Epsilon, a marketing and sales-based organization, sponsored "Rockin'
for the Kids," a battle of the
bands. The battle takes place
at 8 p.m. at The Pub.
"All the bands playing are
a form of rock 'n' roll," said
junior Philip Smiley, PSE
event coordinator.
The concert will feature an
eclectic mix of rock genres,
including "a jam band and a
hard/heavy rock band,"
according to Smiley
Groups scheduled to penform include Adelyn, Harry
Ludeman & Highwater, Da
Bris, Driving in Silence,
Epistemic and AlamoTrain,
Smiley said.
Sophomore Jamie Klear,
PSE chapter president, said
all proceeds from the concert
would go to Big Brothers Big
Sisters of Harrisonburg.
"We all felt that Big Brothers
[Big Sisters] was a great way to
give back to the Harrisonburg
Community," Smiley said.
"Being able to raise money for
an organization that gives kids
something to smile about is a
worthy cause to me."
Smiley said, "Hopefully,
everyone who enjoys hearing good rock music will
come out."
This is the first year that
PSE has held "Rockin' for the
Kids." and Smiley said he
hopes that this could become
an annual philanthropic
event for the fraternity.
Tickets are $5 for anyone
aged 21 and older and $7 for
everyone younger than 21
years old at the door.
"Wfe've papered all of campus in hopes of ha ving as many
people come out and show
Harrisonburg that we really do
care about the city we're in,"
said
freshman
Elizabeth
Koucheravy, a member of PSE.
For more informatxm on
"Rockin' for the Kids," contact
Itiil Smiley at smi/rypr.

KELLY JASPER/v™.r ptHmgnf+rr
Freshman Brandon Ferraro, who plays Johnny, and senior Sara Eehleman, who
play* Terrl, performed this week In Theatre IPs play "Strictly Experimental."The
play will run through April 24 with a midnight showing on April 23.

Spring recipes feature plenty of citrus in the limelight
BY ERIN LEE
staff writer

The days of making smiley
faces with orange peels, hopefully, are long gone. However,
the days of eating oranges
should not be. Citrus fruits
have been advantageous for a
long
time. As
summer
approaches, these fruits are
the epitome of warm, sunshiny weather due to their
light and refreshing taste
Included in the host of citrus fruits are oranges, grapefruit, lemons, limes, tangerines, mandarins, tangelos and
pummelos. Consumption of
citrus fruits could reduce the
risk of certain cancers by up to
50 percent, and could reduce
the risk of stroke by 19 percent,
according
to
uneui.si/ritisf.com. Heart disease and birth defects may
also be warded off with a
daily dosage of citrus, according to www.floriiaiuice.com.
Vitamin C, folk acid,
fiber and potassium are
high in citrus fruits.
So, before summer officially begins, it is essential to
have a few citrus recipes in
one's cooking rcpertdire both
for health and refreshment

COtUGE

101
I cup of water
Three-fourths cup frozen grapefruit juice concentrate, thawed
Three-fourths cup frozen lemonade concentrate, thawed
3 tablespoons grenadine syrup
I I -liter bottle carbonated water, chilled
Icecubes
Combine the water, thawed concentrates and grenadine syrup
ingredients In a two-quart pitcher. Stir, then cover and chill.
Right before serving, gently stir in carbonated water and serve
over ice cubes.

2 skinless boneless chicken
breast halves
2 tablespoons chicken broth
1 cup frozen grapefruit juice
2 tablespoons chopped walnuts

2
I
I
I

tablespoons chopped onion
tablespoon cornstarch
tablespoon water
tablespoon chopped
fresh cilantro

Saute chicken breasts in broth in a skillet until lightly browned.
Chop into bite-sized pieces and set aside. In same skillet, lightly
saute onion until transparent Mix cornstarch and water and
add to pan. Slowly add grapefruit |utce and stir constantly until
mixture starts to thicken. Stir in chicken, walnuts and cilantro
and simmer just until heated through. Enjoy over cooked rice
or pasta.

I 1.3-ounce envelope whipped
dessert topping mix
I and one-fourth cups
cold skim milk
Three-fourths cup frozen
Orange juice concentrate, thawed

1 4-serving-size package fat-free
instant chocolate pudding mix
2 tablespoons chopped
pecans, toasted
Orange peel, cut into thin
strips (optional)

Combine dessert topping mix in a medium mixing bowl and one half
cup of the milk Beat with a mixer on high for two minutes. Set aside
one-fourth cup of the whipped topping Add the remaining milk,
thawed concentrate and pudding mix to topping. Beat on low until
mixed. Beat on medium speed about two minutes more until well
mixed. Spoon the mixture into six dessert dishes. Cover and chill about
10 minutes until set To serve, top with whipped topping, chopped
pecans, orange peel stnps (optional).
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As year ends, fashion boss reflects on advice
Boss of fashion prepares as reign ends
to turn torch over to new style adviser
My dear JMU fashion followers, the time has come for
my graduation — and, thus,
the end of my reign as the
Fashion Boss. Half of you
mi^ht be sad to see me go, the
othcf half might be pleased to
see a snot-nosed rich kid leave
vim to dress as you like.
Time for a reality check —
I am not a snot-nosed rich
kid. Yes, I own a few designer items, but only after slaving away in a cubicle all
summer. Once, I even spent
my entire earnings on a skirt,
thus leaving me to eat Ramen
and rice tor the rest of the
year. So what drives people
like me — an ordinary person — to do such things in
the name of fashion?
I do these M'eminglv
insane things becHiv I love

f.i-lmin. I love how models
strut down the runway, chin
high in the air wearing
imp.is-.iblv beautiful clothes.
I love when my monthly edition of VoglU comes to my
dinky South View apartment.
I love pouring over each
page, whispering the unfamiliar designer names over
and over until I can rattle
them off like I own a few
pieces. I love how each
spring, designers clamor to
create new and fresh looks,
even when the world
believes there are no more
good ideas left.
OK, so the styles are hot,
but why have 1 spent the last
ten years of my lit.1 obsessing over outfits and dropping money like Paris Hilton
in a sex shop"

The reason for this is
simple — fashion allows
people to escape who they
really are, and it allows us
to project an image that we
can control. If 1 am having a
horrible day, I can throw on
an awesome shirt and some
four-inch stilettos and just
strut my stuff. Suddenly,
the parking garage transforms into my very own
runway and I am freed
from my bad day.

This is why there are
"pimps and hos," "catholic
school girl" or even "80s"
theme parties — because
people love dressing up and
playing a role, even if it's
only for a few hours.
Whether you're buying
some child-si/ed Halloween
costume from Wal-Mart or
spending serious dough on a
label you cannot pronounce,
the power of fashion effects
us all at some point

Despite the power of fash
ion, I still see students wearing shirts inside-out, clashing colors, last season I
shoes and women carrying
embarrassingly cheap Louis
Vuitton knockultv
However, 1 have noticed
that my brothers, father and
all of my guy friends now
know what a Louis Vuitton
is My favorite moments are
when they call me up and
exclaim, "Missy, I saw some
girl carrying the biggest
Louis Vuitton thingy ever!"
I feel awful to inform them
that there is no way a JMU
student can be carrying an
authentic $3,000 bag — only
I do that.
So the time has come to
pass the torch — actually it
is more like a clothes hanger
— to a fellow student who
will forge ahead in my place.
This is the Fashion Boss
signing off.

DANCE:
new style
successful
DANCE, from page 11

enhanced its audience appeal. "I
like the use of props in The
Backyard Shimmy.' The
props were well-utilized in
such a funny way," she said.
Mills thought the audience also responded well to
her piece. "While 1 was on
stage I could hear [audience
members] laughing and
such," she said. She admitted that she intended for her
piece to add a new element
to the concert. "I wanted it
to be a fun piece, something
different," Mills said.
Leighton said, "This
performance did live up to
my expectations With all of
us working together, I feel
that this concert is a success
and will continue to be."

JMU English Professors
Dual Book Signing
^
Lucy Corin
Everyday Psycho Killers,
A History for Girls
(novel)

^wm.

w*

Jean W. Cash
Flannery O'Connor,
A Life
(new in paperback)

At B. Dalton, Valley Mall
Saturday, April 24, 2 - 4 p.m.
20 West Water St.
Downtown Harrisonburg

All posters - Buy 2 Get 1 FREE
All shirts - Buy 2 get 1 FREE
Used CD's - Buy 3 get 1 FREE or buy 6 get 3 FREE
New CD's -10% oft our recently reduced prices
High Times magazine - Buy 2 get 1 FREE
Dupree Diamond Magazine - Buy 2 get 1 FREE

Things to bo Before Summer
Are you ready for summer? How about your computer accounts?
0 Unsubscribe Prom Mailing Lists (listservs)
to keep your e-mail quota from fitting up too quickly.

0 Set Up A Secret Question
to be able to reset your e-ID password (for e-mail, e-campus 4
more) anytime, anywhere, at your convenience. To set a question,
login to the Accounts portal (https://accounts.imu.edul and select "eID Password/Secret Question." Then, dick on "Change my Secret
Question" to create a question and answer that only you know.

0 Continue to Protect Your Computer All Summer
by clicking on Symantec AntiVirus' Gold Shield for LiveUpdates and
the Windows Update Icon for Critical Updates.

0 Keep Up with Your E-mail Quota All Summer
by logging into Webmail and checking and deleting unnecessary email in your "Junk Mail" and other folders (even if you forward your
e-mail to another account). Be sure to click on "Empty My Trash" or
'Compact" to free up quota!

0 Read Your JMU E-mail All Summer
date:
time:
location:
ticket pickup:

for computing account password expiration notices and other
important news.

Friday, April 23, 2004
Midnight
Grafton-Stovall Theater
University Program Board Office, Taylor
Hal Rm. 234

For more information, please contact
the JMU Computing HelpDesk at 540-568-3555
or check the self-help web site at
http://www.jmu.edu/computingyhelpdesk/selfhelp
Information Technology, James Madison University
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—TRACK AND FIELD—

LACROSSE

Dukes perform
well at CAA
championships

KYRA PAPAHUwni.* /**ntrap*M
Freshman attacker Kelly Berger drive, pa.t the Hof.tr. Unlverelty defense during JMU'. 1: 9 victory over the Pride Friday at the JMU Lacrosse Complex.

JMU rallies, beats Hofstra
BY JF.NN CHAPMAN

contributing writer
After (ailing behind 6-3 in
the first 20 minutes, the No. 8ranked JMU's women's
laCTOBK le.im came back Ui
defeat Colonial Athletic
Association foe Hofstra
University 12-9. The win
improved the teams conference
record to 5-0 and 10-3 overall

Once again, the Dukes
were led by senior midfielder
Gail Decker, who was the
Colonial Athletic Association
Player of the Week ending
April 13 and currently is the
nation's leading scoier.
Decker had 3 goals for the
game, increasing her school
career goals record to 176,
which broke the old mark of 161.
"It's a huge responsibility

being a leader for this team,
Decker said. "With our 10record, it has really helped m
individually to get record
and 1 know I always have m
team behind me.
"Leading is easy with thi
team," she added. "We all
want it so much."
The team struggled early
on in the game as Hofstra
was able to capitalize on

JMU'S mistakes, taking an sent downheld for freshman
attacker Monica Buck's goal
early 6-3 lead.
Tied 2-2, the Dukes with 25 seconds left in the
replaced junior goalkeeper half. The goal tied the game
Amy Altig with sophomore at 7 a piece.
"1 was feeling sluggish in
Livvy King. However, she
would return eight minutes the first half, but my defense
was
playing phenomenallater and would play a key
ly, "Altig said. "They came
role in the rest of the game.
With 1:08 left in the first together and stepped up as a
half, Altig came up with a big
see LACROSSE, page 5
save that led to the ball being

The men's and women's track
and field teams competed in the
Colonial Athletic Association track &
field championships this weekend at
Virginia Commonwealth University.
The women's team was paced by
sophomore distance runner
Shannon Saunders who won the
5,000 meters by 18 seconds in a new
personal best time of 1704.64.
Senior middle distance runner
Tiffany Hall and sophomore distance runner Nelly Anderson won
the 400 meter intermediate hurdles
and the 3,000 meter steeplechase
events respectively.
The Dukes also received top-3
Mahaim,m *'ni°r distance runner
Kdj* Baker m Ihj 10,000 meters, and
sophomore pole vaulter Sydney
Binnev. The 4x4011 meter rela ■ team
of Hall, seniors Catherine Seguin
and Mclanie Bryant, and junior
Sarah Kirtland finished second.
As a team the Dukes amassed 100
points, finishing 4th out of 7 teams
The men were led by first place
finishes from sophomore pole
vaulter Pat Bamm, senior distance
runner John Fraser in the 1500
meters, sophomore Paul Cawley in
the 400 meter intermediate hurdles
and junior Bill Meador in the 3000
meter steeplechase.
"My goal for the outdoor season
was to make it to regjonals in the 400
hurdles," Cawley said "Now that i
have uwmplished that i can really
start to rum my attention to other
events such as the 4x4 and 4x8 relays."
Fraser would also place second
in tho 800 meters as well. Senior
distance runner Mark Bahnuk
took second in the 5,000 motors
I hi' 4\400 meter relay team 01
Cawley, freshmen Rory Miller and
Peter Novick and senior Aaron
l.indsev finished second.
JMU scored 87.5 points and finished 5th as a team. The College of
William & Mary won both the men's
and women's team titles.
—from staff nporH

SOFTBALL

Dukes shut out in donbleheader against UMD
Offense anemic as JMU manages only six hits in twinbill loss to Terps
Sin*.-.
assistant spans editor
BY MATTHKW

Despite being ranked No. 2 in
batting in the Colonial Athletic
Association, JMU (21-21) couldn't
muster any offense Saturday as
they dropped both games of a doubleheader to the University of
Maryland (25-17).
After losing 5-0 in the opening
contest, the bats remained silent as
the Dukes fell 3-0 in the second game,
despite a strong performance from
sophomon1 pitcher Briana Carrera.
"|Carrera| did a great job." coach
Katie Flynn said. "She kept us close,
but Maryland's a good team and
were able to distance themselves in
seventh inning and win."
Carrera hurled a complete game,
striking out 7 and yielding 8 hits
while retiring ten Terrapins in a row
at one point.
The right-hander's only troubles
came in the first and seventh innings

After failing to score with the
Maryland jumped out to an seal JMU's second goose egg of
bases loaded in the third, the wind
early 1-0 lead that carried into the the afternoon.
"This is probably some of the never returned to the Dukes' sails
final inning when the Terps added a
"It's like the intensity wasn't
couple of insurance runs on a 2-run best pitching we've seen all year,"
double from Monica Cyphert, push- freshman shortstop Katie George there," George said. "That was our
chance
to take the lead and we just
said. "We just
ing the score to 3-0.
couldn't come through."
"Usually the first inning is a lit- couldn't pn
Carrera suffered the loss m
tle rough for most of the team," duce runs. V\
game two, dropping her record to
Carrera said. "But, as the game goes were hitting th •
8-8 for the season.
on, the team gets a lot better. The ball and the
In game one, junior Liz George
were makin
sticks just weren't here today.
took the circle and gave up 10
"I wouldn't worry about it," she plays."
hits in seven innings while surIn .the bo'
added. "Maryland is an |Atlantic
rendering 5 runs — only 2 being
Coast Conference) team, and play- torn of the thir i
ing them just makes us better for inning, the D- kes' had their best earned. She took loss and fell to
shot at puttin runs on the board 8-9 for the season.
|CAA) conference play."
Offensively. JMU had 3 hits in
Carrera also claimed one of when they lo. ded the bases with
JMU's 3 hits on the day, going 1 for one out due t i a couple of walks the first game, which came torn
and a sing e from George. George, Burd, and sophomore sec2 with a walk.
The Dukes would have the last However, the next two batters ond baseman, Kelley Berekemeier
at-bats and managed a base run- would striki out, quelling the — all were singles.
1
The Dukes look to wake the bats
ner in the form of junior left field- Dukes' woulc -be rally.
Ii~iu~ti. Ily frustrating," Flynn Wednesday as they will travel to
er Natalie Burd, who singled with
Charlottesville
for an away game
one out. But, the next two JMU said. "We had a iunior and senior up
batters would fly and line out, and they strui k out looking. We can't against the University of Virginia.
Game time is set for 2:30 p.m.
respectively, to end the game and have that and w n gomes "

phtXiitrtiphf'

Sophomore Briana Carrera pitch*, during JMU'. game two lo.» to UMD.

WOMEN'S TENNIS

WOMEN'S CLUB VOLLEYBALL

JMU >eats GMU in season finale
Zesinger, B,

1Urrf..r< CHAD

r d

Wilt JS

0

The women', club volleyball team «="P*", « i^J^,' ^

Intramural-Recreational Sport. *»^'»«,on "a1,l™a' . .
Ch.mplon.hlp April 10. "Knowing how hard ••"■"■■■•
worked fo, seven month, and to see ft all eulmlnat. '»«" i**mate achievement at thl. level I. both an honor .«I thrill tor
me," coach Chad Willis ««■ "' «" P™^ fStZlSS^
girl on thl. team." JMU wa. led by senior MMM who
received tournament Mo.t Valuable Player honor..
.

vn lead Dukes to dominant team victory over Patriots

BY TODD

JCHI

contribute

riter

The women's ti
s team easily
defeated Colonial A
tic Association
foe George Mason I
ersity 7-0 in its
regular season final' t home on the
Hillside Tennis Court iday.
The Dukes won al < of their singles
matches and all fou if their doubles
matches. They didn't 1. .' a set all day in,
arguably, their most in pressive performance of the season.
"Our goal was to peak before the
conference tournament, and we definitely did that today," coach Maria
Malerba said.
The victory allowed JMU to finish the

PW^^-*

season at 12-6 overall and an impressive 31 in the CAA.
It was the last home regular season
match for senior co-captains Margie
Zesinger and Spencer Bniwn. Their doubles team went out with a bang, dominating George Mason players Katie Sloper
ami Maricel Ballester 8-1.
"We just played real solid today," Brown
said. "We did a good job aiming to the net."
Both Brown and Zesinger also won
their singles matches in impressive
fashion. Brown was particularly dominant, defeating George Mason's Jamie
Delorie in straight sets of 6-0, 6-1.
Zesinger also defeated Maricel Ballester
in straight sets of 6-2, 6-2.
I didn't let anything bother me,"

Zesinger said. "1 stayed positive today and
that was thekiA lomyvtcs
The closest match of the day was junior Kristin Veith's 7-6, 7-6 victory over
George Masons lenniter IX'Uas in the
No. 2 singles match. Both sets had to be
decided by tic breaks as Veith struggled
to defeat Dcktas
Veith faced far less adversity in her
doubles m.iK has slie and junior Rebecca
Vanderelst shut out George Mason's team
of Dektas and Delorie 8-0. The team won
despite Vanderelst playing the entire
match with an ankle injury that kept her
out of her singles match.
Vanderelst's injury forced sophomore
so- TENNIS, page 14
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LACROSSE: Dukes
comeback to beat Pride

TENNIS: JMU take
winning streak into
CAA tournament
TENNIS, from page 13
Kristin Nordstrom to play at
the No. 4 singles position
rather than her normal position at No. 5. Nordstrom was
up to the challenge handily
defeating Sloper in straight
sets 6-2, (VI.
After the match, the focus
was on Zesinger and Brown.
"It's always hard when
Milan leave," Malerba said.
"These two co-captains really did a lot for the program,
and they were always the
backbone of the team."
When asked about their
experiences at |MU, both
Brown and Zesinger had nothing but positive thing* to say.
"I wouldn't trade this

team for anything," ZaringH
said. "My experience as a
women's tennis player has
helped me as both a person
and a player."
Brown added,
"I
learned a lot over my four
years here. My game just
matured so much as a
result of my experience on
this team."
The women's tennis
team
next
heads
to
Williamsburg and the campus of the College of
William & Mary for the
CAA tournament from
April 22 to 25. They will
play the University of
North Carolina-Wilmington
in the first round.

Sophomore Krister. Nordstrom returns a volley In Friday'*
victory over George Mason at the Hillside Tennis Courts.

You'we got stuff-We've got Storegel

Dr. Vicky Strickland
Dr. John Daly

extras?
Your Space-Rented Monthly!
Owner on Premises!

Need-Mor' Storage

Boarding • Grooming

433-VET'

498 University Blvd.
Across from COSTCO

Open Monday-Saturday to serve You I

Summer Employment
Collegiate Sealers o
.sou 220 76

I.M.I.I\

Come Join our staff of college students and recent college graduates
for rewarding outside work In Northern Virginia. We are currently
hiring for our summer season of residential driveway sealcoating. New
hires will start at $9.00 an hour and can expect Increases corresponding
to performance. You can expect to average 40-50 hours a week, with overtime
paid for work weeks over 40 hours. Please call the above number or e-mail us
at colleglatesealer@mindspring.com soon before we fill all our positions.

am

Small Animal • Medical Surgery

Only 3 miles west of Harrisonburg.

Call 540-867-5402 Today!

went into full speed. Senior
midfMd Erin Chantlcr's
goal with two minutes left
set up the final blow for
sophomore attacker Brooke
Mckenzie, who added the
last score as time expired.
Junior attacker Jessica
Brownridge also had an
exceptional game as she contributed three goals and one
assist for the day.
"For the next few games
and going into the conference
tournament, we need to follow our game plan better on
defense, attack and midfield,"
Young said. "The next three
games are important because
we want to hold the conference tournament at home."
"Home seed for the |CAA
tournament) is real important"
Decker said. "We want a large
crowd to support and help us."

Pamper your pets at Valley Vets!

Need a safe & convenient place
to store your

•Classic Cars
•Boats
•Seasonal Stuff
•Household Items

IACROSSE. from page 13
unit. II helped me to stay calm
and composed. 1 knew I had the
team then' (or me."
The Dukes' momentum
from the fip.t hall continued in
the second when they scored
three unanswered goaLs and the
defense shut down the Holstra
offense tor over 15 minutes.
After Hofstra drew the score
closer at 10-8, Atiig again came
up with a big save to keep the
Dukes' momentum alive.
"The team really struggled
to focus on the game plan early
on, and Hofstra scored the way
we knew they would," coach
Kellie Young said. "However,
we showed our mental toughness and came back after being
down to a feisty team."
After Hofstra cut the
lead to 10-9 with only four
minutes left, the Dukes

YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE
A FAT CAT TO SHOP HERE!
Haae lelection of in and ■tee' Cds & DVOi • Cash lor your
old Cds & DVDs! • lultn before you buy! • Free special orders!
its of Imports, ladies and bard-to find! • Music accessories & more!
NEW C USED CDs • LPi VINYL • CASSETTES
DVD • VHS • DOORS • CASH FOR YOUR MUSIC!

434-9999

WHAT A RECORD
STORE SHOULD BE!

KROGER SHOPPING CTR
1790-96 E. Market St.

www.pl»n9»»«si:.co»i

STUDENTS!
COME Mee<r OUR

New HEAO^MCN'S BASKETBALL
COACH DEAN KEENER
HAH OF FAME ROOM IN THE CONVO

TUESDAY, ftm

2Q

MEN'S TENNIS vs. WASHINGTON & LEE
3:30 PM
O*
JMU Ternns COURTS

d

<&

WEDNESDAY,

Am 2*

BASEBALL vs. RADfono
3*10 PM
LONG FKLD/MAUCK STADIUM

TSTACROSSE

vs. GEORGE MASON
4.-00PA*

JMU LACROSSI COMPLEX
RESEKVOIR SWEET FIELDS

USE YOUR DEGREE TO GAIN
IMMENSE POWER AND CONTROL.
$

$

500 graduation bonus
+
1.9% APR for 60 months
You can get either offer, even with no credit history:

1,250 in savings
'500 graduation bonus

Q»-

Get the incredible power and control o( the 227-horsepower,
All-Wheel Drive Subaru WRX and get your choice of these
exclusive offers. You deserve some credit, even if you have
no credit history. It's a special graduation gift from Subaru to
you. Visit a participating Subaru dealer or wbani.com today.
BRIVtH tY WHATS IMSHH •

Harrisonburg, VA <S)
Bob Wade Subaru
S40-4M-39OO
bobwadesubaru.com

SUurrt«m,VA<Q,
Staunton Subaru
5«0-886 3465
stauntonsubaru.com

Hunter McGuire
School
Excellence in Elementary Education.
VAIS Accredited - K-5
Scholarship
Leadership
Citizenship
Art, Music,
Technology, Spanish

Now accepting applications.

Stellar Performer Dealerships set a new standard in customer service.
-i.e%*Pf* MooyajMai^in.aneaieaimra*! .aiBiii?t04in^,j.mcdM».OSiaid«dUd.WBxsi ' I.m**v417l*p* mmp»
■ l.Of/3 iMxal M cdw WJOEOI t> t*m* ma rmnrm appir.* id w«d. dva*a>y SM ■ MAcvesig HvnwnDgM araa dM* la OMd.
MuM ■*• Jit" I y ttwi -!•«•' MU* ay 4I30W. SPHHT i*M Swung and cmntor CM* cannot to uwnlm«d ElfbeayTo* gnmaM bonua and
proof ol Mm» yft—.|H ps—w % nwftl « fJOl <* |WdJu—un —Sfr> NMH
' 11» wmr-a
monr* trom ■ 1 o. Kym oo*g» 0/«»*a»
ftfKMt rauKang MhOd Or ITPKPI (O-otri »«ic-r«
~~ east mud
■ all.hav«
■ tr\'r*tti*i\»0*r***
pot* of •rYPffclyrmr- *r«.
m**r* *OM).<*tmir&ff**>
I •PVtoy-i-'i to* not ■« MM ■ •.n-lrttr ■»
utt*y ■ 'MuMrl Tr* AUC'i «e»wvA»wjo>a>ci»i
Of S«MV Ar 1*3.
>e>. o*»—> nrnnaia

(540) 248-2404
www.huntermcgiiire.org
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CLASSIFIEDS
WE HAVE
PROPERTY AT:
Ono

«&UnK
4 Itednxtai Humer's Ridge or
Ri-)M-vell Square, furnished,

-5 minuif walk to campus
furnished
ethernct
435-1752

DW.AC, Ref.. Sunc ■ Renl:
ilunicr\ Ridte-$22Vpenon.

417-4057

R/S-$27S/pcnon
Large Townhouse - 5 bedroom. 3
oath, furnished, washer and dryer.
Available June in. $l,250/month.
Close to campua on Mounten View
Drive Contact Joe MMer. 4336236

House Old South High Street
X 4.6 bedroom* Renl
S27Vperson

Few Left • Madlaon Manor. 3
bedroom. 2 bath, fpl . 650.00. 2
bedroom, 2 bath, fpl, (600.00.
Maryland An. House - 4 bedroom
2 ktn fpl 25 mi from campus.
Dooitable. bar room, back yard.
waahrm/ Call Greg, 5402887085.
e man gp©rt*e»eo/.com

4 Bcdraoan - Paul Si. hardwood

Boon, very large on two (loon. 2
baths, deck, available (VIAM.

2 ■edrooa* Hoaae - w/d. a/c,
walking distance, $600. Lease
starts 7/1/04. Call 8260464.

2 Bed mom Furnished.
Fireplace. Den. 2 Bath, Uasc
6/1/04 - S650/monih

Amazing l>eal!

Rlner Rentals
438-8800

Summer sublease
Only S200/month at Sunchav.
Call l.indwy
442-5818.
Nice 3 Bedroom
Towaheaee •
1127 Mtn. View Dr.. 2.5 bath, full
Kitchen, dishwasher, waaher/dryer.
A/C. walk to JMU. Prefer grad
student, S800 per month, available
July 15. Carl 2466700.
laminar taWeaae • Subleaae
room/apartment m Ashby. Flexible
rent, great pool view. Available
May- July.
Call
Laura.
240WAS477.

Did you know that your
parents can get a
subscription to
The Breeze?
$40 for third class mail
or $80 for first class mail.
you can receive a full year

-(The Breeze!
Call today to start your
subscription!

Heeee For Rant - 4 bedroom. 2 full
bath In charming Victorian house
downtown on quiet street.
Hardwood floors, phone, cable, and
ceiling fant in each bedroom, w/d.
disposal, dishwasher, fenced
backyard. No peta. Available
August 15th. One year leaae
$1200 month/deposit Will lease
to up to 4 people. Call 4337325.

• • Off
Reservoir Rd . 2.5 bath, garage.
privacy oatto. $900 No pets. Call
43*965^250
Roonw—U Needed Female, norv
drlnker/smoker/partter to share 2
bed/2 bath new apartment in
/walon Woode. Prefer sertors/frad
students
(quiet
people).
1400/month, everything included.
Can Kaay, 4376628.
t—war tafclsass - Bedroom in
Southview Private bathroom.
Available June 12. 1285/month.
Call Sarah, 804-3376573.
•earner Sublease
Room m
Pheasant Run Townhomes. Free
Internet. S270 plus utilities.
Available May July. Contact
Stephanie. p>aperan0imu adu or
4333069105.
Aaanm
l-NawOaelM
Al appaancea. avaaatse 8/17, (476.
014331560.

8 Bearinra r-ufpaehed Tswwhiaas
Main Street. Lease August.
$195.00. Call 540 578-0510.

Heater's Ridge - 4 Bedroom.
furnished. OW, A/C. ret. stove
$220. Call 289-9568.

Mothers Italpe. HHfJld '.' Ma)
and Summer, 5-10 hours per week,
flexible hours and vacation. Car
needed.
$7.50
per hour.
References and experience
required. Call 234-8317.

Apply at Jess'
Lunch fl snd >2. Must be
available for summer. Freshmen
gmuea aanjorg mtmmA

Hoaae • Harrison Street, 3
bedroom. Available August 1st. Call
433-2126.

Feel Fat Asvey and Be Be CteaV
Quietly convenient 1.2 bedroom
apartments, mature landscaping,
lots of trees, comfortsbie and
quaint. Be a part of the experience.
Park Apartments, Off South Main
Street. Call 5404332621.

ISSILP WANTED

I Fntertalm SJJ Sttfl
Mist Valley a) seeking fun
loving,
friendly,
motivated
individual* lor the Summer 2004
season We provide recreetionai
amusement and entertainment
opportunities including dance
events, magic shows, water and
laier
lag.
robosurtlng.
moonoounces, and more. Great
opportunities
with
flexible
scheduling. Call 7462073 or
e-mail
misJvaliey0msn.com.
www.mistv9llay.com.
Uteguonss Swfcn IneaucSora.

Teach IngDeh In Korea Salary
plus free room/transportation
Eicellent work ethics, great
experience, resume builder.
www.angeiaconsulting.com Call
Peter. 301 5300976

Fo.MH Tiwwncmo - 1462 Devon
lene. 4 bedrooms available for
2004 2005, females only. Call
97365&3268.

Breat 0— Bedreeai Apaftsaeat
529 Mason Street, 1 fuH bath, full
kitchen, washer/dryer, A/C. quiet
neighbors, cloae to RMH/JMU.
Prefer grad. student, $450 per
month, available August 1. Call
2466700

•■ranter teMeaae - Madison
Square. $195/month plus utilities,
available May July 31st. Female
pktaee. Call Kern. 540-4335436
or 540-9031035.

Earn
$10 ■ $125 for surveys Earn $25
250 for focus groups. Visit
wwwcasA4atui*rtt.com/DreH».

Am 2006 Large 8 ■■■Bias C Baa's
Shaded deck, $220 each, call
433^221

University Court TewnaetSM 5
bedroom, 3 5 bathe, washer/dryer.
Call 4332126.

Nege Head • Student Summer
Rentals, visit seeofee/entafly.corn
lor pictures or call 252 2556328.

»•• Bedroom Heeae " Large
rooms. 1 mile from campus. 2
Oaths. 1 kitchen, some utilities
paid, lease 7/1/01. Call
8280464.

NOTK1
far more infotmauon and aununot
IBjBBjjpg to imettiponn nf finaaaa|
bmafrs>*jpriuMi»cc«LfcUlr Bean
BiiMneM Bureau. In
l-tNO-533-5501

responsible and Experienced
CMSdeare Providers - Needed to
supervise groups of young children
Monday. May 24th Friday. May
28th. 3:308:30 p.m. and
Saturday. May 29th. 6:00 9.30
p.m., and Sunday. May 30th 2.00
6:00. interview and references
required. Call 234-8317

2 Bedroom Apartment - Leas*
starts 6/1/04, $450. some
utaroes paid. Call 8280464

The MM - 2 bedrooms available.
Low. low price. Call 4383372.

Call 568-6127 today!

For Rent New. 3 bedroom. 2.5
bath townhouae near JMU.
S895/month. Call 540-828-2676

mart mMam CiBigi • Is saseung
•pplarat-ons from cottage graduates
for residence life staff for the
Program for the fjcetttonasV Gifted.
Staff members provide evening and
weekend supervision and support
for h»gh school aged female college
students. These are 10 month. hvs>
ffl positions Interested candidates
should submit a letter of application
and resume with references to:
JudRh Shuey. Director. Program for
the Exceptionally Gifted. Mary
Baldwin College. Staunton, VA
24401.
Oaitls d tBegaerrhi Heeded For
the Plains Distort Memonet Pool in
Tlmberv lie. Call 896 7058 for
more information.

Teur Baldea Wanted No
experience necessary. Weekend
and weekday work. Must have
dependable transportation. Call for
appointment. Endless Caverns, cad
8982283

a - Off from school tor
the summer? Work with people
your own age. Locel end long
distance moving. Ft/Pt. $9
$12/hour. Call 434-977-2705
Apply
online
al
www studentservKeamovlnt com.

Lifegaerde, Peel Managers,
tapervlaera • Now hiring all
positions for No. Virginia area.
Excellent pay. Call 18009662500

Samaser Jobs In NOVA
Paid
weekly.
epply
now
at
aonnsm0oulienmoving.com.

Westover Swmmlng Poo*
Complex in HWrlsonburg.
CompotJbve wages.
Some weekend work required.
Pool opens June 6. Applications
accepted unbl positions are Med
Cas 5404340571 for more
inforrnauon.

2 pc gameenlte Luggage tet
1 large rolling check-thru and
matching carry on duffle $50 00.
Great for spring break! Call
5683978
Sera - Large 3 piece contemporary,
black coffee and and tables
Excellent condition Moving, must
sell. $450 obo. Call 433-3858.

IBS* CadBhsa Uase - As seen at
JMU and UVA last .ear Check it
out at www.or*aeus.c©m/Wno/
IBM VW ■eertfcs - Silver, great
condition. 5 speed. A/C, leather,
CD. 63.000 miles $6,900. Call
2498761.
1MB Hoada Ode DX • Automatic,
air. 84,000 miles $6,000. Cell
289-7974.
1MB Ford Beeert LX • Saor"ry~T
door automatic, good gas maesge.
ciean. reliable, now tires KBB.
$3600, asking $2900 Call
540-2713711.
2 12-toek Odea. XTR $■>■ oilers
in an Orion Ported box. an Orion
xtreme 500 watt 2 channel power
amplifier, and an installation kit
with everything necessary for
immediate installation. Excellent
condition. $500 obo Call
804-307-2522
or
e-mail
wMlad&mu.edu
2 Adiwaaooagpiii in BOafcyo
Receiver • Excellent condition.
$650.00. Can 246-3064
Waterked
King sire, great
condition, everything included Call
Mike. 4354369.

I .ilhiik ipotft!

Rare-Bred Male Pit Pappy - UKC
registered, u.t.d. on all shots. 5
months old. tan with white tips Call
8043142106

LAST
CHANCE!
"For Sale" ad for the

IBM ChevTofcet Canejsar • 98.000
miles, new tires, good condition.
Must sell by Junel $2,000 or best
offer. Call Lauren at 574-2338.

\.«. i ivlai H"

Two Britney Spears Concert Tickets
July 10th show in Bnstow. VA EmerJ
Melnewrnetynu.edu if interested

Only $15 to run your

m $2400. Sfter part.
new area. rarJo/cd. spaoksvs, battery
Good condfton. needs from seat covers
198 K rnssa. Cat 4330242.

Marlln'a Carpal
Cleaning Spaclal

entire semester or until
your item sells
(whichever comes first)!

This oftCT ts good now th/ough
April 29 and only applies to
advertising In (he Tor Sale"
section Ads must be 20 words
or km Offer appkes 10 individual
items only Retail stores and
businesses do not qualify for this
special offer. All ads are subject
to Breeze approval

M.rlin Schlabach
801 8499(H'burg)
Interest Meeting SABA: Students
Advocatsig Body Acceptance, 4/21.
6 30 p.m.. College Center
Conference Room 3. Advocate for
change. Bring a mend, al students
welcome. Questions Cad 568-7813.
MSO QroepFwiraafciii - Scheduang
bonus. Fraternities, sororities.
student groups: 4 hours of your
group's time phis our free lyes, free)
fundrais-ng solutions equals $1,000
$2,000 in earnings tor your group.
Call today for a $450 bonus when
you schedule your non-sales
fundraiser with CampusFundratser.
Contact
CampusFundratser,
18889233238.
or
visit
www campusnjnoVaiser.com.

ERSONALS

Sttw JMUs

SE*»S

DONY UBS OUT ON TW5
GREAT DEAL!

|U5T HOW MUCH YOU

Call 568-6127 for rnore
Infornuatfoa

Submit a "goodbye £1
good luck" dedication to
the graduating scniorsl!

Cosher Spaalel Puppies • AKC
registered. Buff, red, spotted,
adorable varieties Shots, wormed.
Meke great in or outdoor pets.
$225. Cad 540-2348899

IOVE THEM!

Pit Bull Rapptee far Bale -~~16
weeks old. have had first shots
and wormed. Assorted colors, even
e Sputr McKenzie dog. Call
5404346038 or 540434-3151.
iu/BeM Rssreeslesel Package
Plus more at Massanuttan $500.
Good through September 2004.
240420-1874.
Looking For Mere Floor Specs?
Try a Tlrnbernest bed loft for $175
Contect Saundra Barrett at
612-5817 or barretsI0jmu.edu.

If

Congratulafjcns JMU
Cteof 2004!!

Haven't thought about Graduation Dinner yet?
Madison Grill is staying open just for YOU on Saturday, May 8, 2004
M A DTS O N

V
GRILL

Hours: 1:00-5:00 PM
s

19.95 for adults
9.95 for children ages 6-12.

$

Graduation Buffet Menu
e Carved fresh herb & Creole mustard crusted strip loin of beef with lemon scented asparagus spears
e Roasted red snapper with a honey lime jus and served over a fresh spinach, grape tomato and crumbled
bacon ragout
e Shrimp, scallop and Portobello Newburg served with three cheese pasta purses
e Margarita marinated grilled chicken breast with a cilantro cumin cream, served over a roasted corn, black
bean and scallion compote
e Variety of other side dishes, salads, breads and elaborate dessert display with assorted cakes, pies and
European pastries

Reservations encouraged: Call 540-568-6924 or email callahpl@jmu.edu
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■Store

Enter to Win a $2,1 Shopping Spree!!! ^j*

iu|l^R
With every PowerBar purchase receive
"■ cwp*
an entry for a $25 Mr. Chips or C-Store East gift certificate
Drawings held weekly.
-V--

-X-

mm
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19, 2004

No matter where you bought them!
We'll buy them bock.*
Current market value applies.

Additional Buyback Locations:
Ashby Crossing Club House
Monday, Nay 3 - Thursday, May 6: 9am -5pm
Friday, May 7: 9am-1pm

Lighter backpack. Heavier wallet.
Get cash and buyback bucks for books.

lone Showker Lobby
Monday, May 3 - Thursday, May 6: 8:30am - 5pm
Friday, May 7: 8:30am- 1pm
ISAT A1 Lobby
Monday, May 3 - Thursday, May 6: 9am - 5pm
Friday, May 7: 9am-1pm

Ollettxom

C» JAMES

WMADISON
UNIVERSITY.
BOOKSTORE

ONLINE. ON CAMPUS.

%

www.imu.bkstr.com • (540)568-6121

